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13
Dr. John Strand declares as follows:

14

1. I declare the following from personal knowledge and am competent to
15

16 testify thereto before the Board if necessary.

17 2. I am an internationally recognized fisheries biologist with over 25 years

18 experience specializing in studies to determine potential effects of human activities on aquatic

19
resources. I received my Ph.D. in Fisheries Biology from the University of Washington in 1975

20

and currently am the Principal Biologist for Columbia Biological Assessments. I am also an
21

adjunct faculty member of the Environmental Sciences and Regional Planning Program at22

23 Washington State University Tri-Cities. I am a Certified Fisheries Professional and have

24 extensive experience assessing the ecological risks from discharges of contaminants to surface
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1 waters on sensitive aquatic species and their habitats. I also have substantive local knowledge,

2 having studied the fate of stormwater residuals in both Miller and Des Moines Creeks for the

3

Airport Communities Coalition (ACC), an organization composed of the Cities of Burien, Des
4

Moines, Federal Way, Normandy Park and Tukwila and the Highline School District. With the
5

6 King County Department of Natural Resources, I also recently investigated the fate and effects of

7 combined sewer overflows on aquatic life in the Duwamish River. In addition, a considerable

8 part of my professional career has been spent evaluating the environmental impacts of engineered

9
structures on water resources including a wide variety of projects and field studies in

10

Washington, California, Alaska, British Columbia, Guam and Venezuela. Attached hereto as
11

Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of my Curriculum Vitae.
12

13 3. I understand that the ACC has filed an appeal with the Pollution Control Hearing

14 Board (NPCHB) challenging the Washington Department of Ecology's (Ecology) Water Quality

15 Certification (Order #1996-4-02325) for the Port of Seattle's (Port) Master Plan Update

16
Improvements for Seattle-Tacoma International Airport (STIA). I also understand that ACC has

17

requested a stay of the effect of the Water Quality Certification until the questions it has raised
18

19 concerning compliance with the Clean Water Act have been resolved by the PCHB. I am

2O submitting this declaration in support of ACC's appeal and motion for stay because I am

21 convinced that Ecology's 401 Water Quality Certification will not protect the valuable and

22 remaining water resources around STIA and will, in fact, result in likely harm to these sensitive

23
streams and their aquatic life.

24
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1 4. I have previously reviewed and evaluated the database that the Port submitted to

2 Ecology in support of their request for a Water Quality Certification. Attached hereto as Exhibit

3

B is a true and correct copy of comments that I submitted to Ecology on December 13, 1999, on
4

behalf of the Citizens Against SeaTac Expansion. While this comment letter set forth my
5

6 opinion regarding the impacts of the Port's stormwater on the project creeks, I am submitting this

7 declaration to reiterate; reinforce, and expand on my opinion that the project creeks are valuable

8 water resources worthy of the Board's utmost review and Clean Water Act protection.

9
5. In preparing this declaration, I have reviewed the documents and scientific

10

literature listed in Exhibit C. In addition, I have, on behalf of and with the help of the ACC,
11

conducted water quality sampling surveys in the streams surrounding STIA: In April and August12

13 2000, corresponding to the wet and dry seasons, respectively, water, sediment, and fish tissue

14 samples were collected at selected sites in Miller and Des Moines Creeks. The objective of this

15 sampling was to determine the nature, extent, and potential sources of pollution entering or

16
already present in Miller and Des Moines Creeks. Chemicals of particular interest were heavy

17

metals, petroleum hydrocarbons, and other organics (glycols). In continuing investigations,
18

conventional water quality measurements (temperature, pH, turbidity, hardness, dissolved19

20 oxygen, nutrients) are conducted at the same sites monthly. Actual and suspected pollution

21 events are also investigated as they occur. Sampling, sample handling, and analyses follow

22 methods outlined in PSEP (1996a, 1996b, 1996c) or by the USEPA (1979). A Washington

23

24
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1 Department of Ecology certified analytical laboratory performs the metals and organic chemical

2 analyses.

3
6. For the reasons presented in this declaration, I believe there is evidence that

4

violations of Toxic Substances (water quality) Criteria in Miller Creek and Des Moines Creek,
5

6 particularly for copper, lead, and zinc, occur as a result of stormwater discharged by the STIA,

7 and will continue, and potentially worsen as a result of the Port's Master Plan Update

8 Improvements. Glycols associated with de-icing of aircraft at STIA are routinely found in winter

9 in the project creeks at concentrations known to be toxic to fish and other aquatic life. Periodic

10

whole effluent testing of stormwater from the Port's outfalls documents residual toxicity,
11

highlighting the need for stormwater treatment. Although the Port indicates they will retrofit all12

13 stormwater outfalls that do not currently receive treatment to improve water quality, looking

14 closer at the Port's Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan (Parametrix 2000a) indicates

15 that a final decision on retrofitting has not been made and that evaluation continues. In other

16
cases, the Port indicates that costs of retrofitting may be prohibitive, suggesting that retrofitting is

17

not certain. There also is evidence that fill already stockpiled by the Port at STIA, contains
18

residual chemicals (PCBs and DDT) that have the potential to percolate the fill pile to19

20 groundwater, ultimately contaminating area wetlands and surface waters. Flow reductions in

21 project streams as a result of the proposed airport construction and operation have not been

22 established with any degree of accuracy with the result that simulations conducted by the Port

23
may underestimate summer low-flow impacts and overestimate the contributions of proposed

24
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1 mitigation and natural mitigating factors. Finally, in the context of addressing low flows on the

2 project streams, the Port's management approach to monitor the quality of detained or discharged
3

stormwater, and only when a problem is encountered, take steps to mitigate impacts, doesn't
4

provide reasonable assurance that valued aquatic resources will not be impaired.5

7. Although disturbed, the project streams (Miller Creek, Walker Creek, Des Moines6

7 Creek, Gilliam Creek) still support a diverse and abundant fish fauna and are worthy of

8 protection. Both coho and chum salmon are known to spawn and rear in Miller Creek, Walker

9
Creek, and Des Moines Creek. (Hillman et al. 1999). Chinook salmon frequent the outfalls of

10

Miller and Des Moines Creeks in Puget Sound during their outmigration (Parametrix 2000a).
11

Both the Miller Creek and Des Moines Creek Watersheds are also exploited by resident cutthroat12

13 trout(Parametrix(2000a);MillerCreekmayincludean anadromousraceof cutthroattrout.

14 Warm water fish species including yellow perch, black crappie, largemouth bass, and

15 pumpkinseed sunfish have been found in the upper reaches of both watersheds (Parametrix

16
2000b). Prickly sculpin, three-spined stickleback, and crayfish also occur throughout each

17

watershed (Parametrix 2000b). Gilliam Creek supports many of the same species of fish as
18

found in Miler Creek, Walker Creek and Des Moines Creek. Of considerable interest and19

2o importance is the recent finding of juvenile Chinook salmon in Gilliam Creek (personal

21 communication, April 2000, Ryan Partee, City of Tukwila, Tukwila, Washington). Chinook is a

22 listed species under the Endangered Species Act.

23

24
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1 8. In the context of what is known about the natural resources of the project streams,

2 it should be pointed out that the Port's analyses of impacts for the proposed Master Plan Update
3

Improvements are inadequate because the Port has yet to undertake a quantitative survey of the
4

fish and other aquatic organisms found in the project streams. In other words, the Port has not
5

established a baseline condition. This is a critical deficiency because the appropriateness of6

7 regulatory approval and mitigation must be assessed, using this baseline, before approval of the

8 proposed project can be granted.

O
9. Several constituents (metals, fecal coliforms, turbidity) associated with STIA

10

stormwater in Miller and Des Moines Creeks have historically and presently violate State of
11

Washington (State) Water Quality Criteria (Chapter 173-201A WAC). Exceedances of water
12

]3 quality criteria for the metals copper, lead, and zinc are of particular concem given their

14 designation as Toxic Substances. Metals data from 1995-1996, presented by the Port in 1997,

15 indicated that concentrations of copper, lead, and zinc in STIA stormwater discharges (at outfall)

16
greatly exceeded State and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) Toxic Substances

17

Criteria, in some instances by more than an order of magnitude. For example, at the stormwater
18

outfall to Miller Creek (see 1997 report page 35), total recoverable copper concentrations ranged19

2o from 4.2-82.9 ug/L. The State's criterion is 5.3 ug/L. The Port's 1997 data also indicated that

21 concentrations (4.7-14.8 ug/L) of total copper upstream of STIA exceeded the State's criteria.

22 That Miller Creek was unable to assimilate the STIA discharges, however, is confirmed by

23

downstream sampling data showing total copper concentrations of 0.72-44 ug/L. In other words,
24
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1 even after dilution in Miller Creek, the concentrations of copper still exceed Water Quality

2 Criteria. For total recoverable lead in Miller Creek, the values at the outfall, upstream, and
3

downstream were <0.5-21.6 ug/L, 5.2-34.7 u_L, and <0.5-106 ug/L, respectively, again showing
4

that the influence of lead additions at the outfall persist downstream. The State criterion for lead
5

is 16 u_L. The values for total recoverable zinc at the outfall, upstream, and downstream were6

7 15-525 u_L, 37-69 ug/L, and 2.3-295 ug/L., respectively, again showing a similar relationship.

8 The State criterion for zinc is 33.7 ug/L. Based on the dissolved metals concentrations (see data

9
presented on page 35), Toxic Substances Criteria are still exceeded by as much as an order of

10

magnitude.
11

10. It is evident that the concentrations of copper, lead, and zinc downstream of the
12

13 discharges exceeded applicable toxic substances criteria. In their various reports, the Port also

14 does not provide evidence that would support a scientifically valid conclusion that stormwater

15 from STIA does not impact either Miller or Des Moines Creeks downstream of their respective

16
outfalls. Persistence of the influence of stormwater downstream, and at the magnitudes

17

illustrated above suggests the need for treatment of the waste streams, or connections to the
18

Industrial Waste System (IWS).19

20 11. Metals data from 1998-1999, presented by the Port in 1999, confirm that

21 exceedances of toxic metals criteria continued to occur at the Port's stormwater outfalls to the

22 creeks. In addition, the downstream stations, where sampled, show that the influences of STIA

23

stormwater discharges persist in the receiving waters. What appears missing in the 1999 report,
24
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1 however, is any indication that the Port sampled upstream of STIA. The Port's failure to

2 maintain the original sampling protocol in this regard greatly diminishes the value of their

3

stormwater-monitoring program. Data presented by the Port in their most recent Annual
4

Stormwater Monitoring Report (2000) confirm that exceedences of toxic metals criteria in the
5

Port's stormwater discharges continue today.6

7 12. In my opinion, STIA stormwater adversely impacts the water quality of Miller and

8 Des Moines Creeks. The Port's sampling data confirms that STIA stormwater greatly contributes

9
to exceedences of toxic metals criteria in the receiving waters.

10

13. The 1997, 1999, and 2000 Annual Stormwater Reports prepared by the Port
11

include comparator concentrations for metals, fecal coliforms, turbidity and other water quality
12

la parameters in stormwater. Comparator concentrations are based on stormwater data collected by

14 other authorities (e.g., City of Bellevue, City of Portland). These comparators are found in Table

15 21 in the Port's 1997 report, in table 4 in the Port's 1999 report, and in Table 4 of the 2000

16
report. While these data maybe of some scientific interest, these data do not address the question

17

of whether documented exceedances in water quality criteria in Miller and Des Moines Creeks
18

are attributable to stormwater discharges from STIA. What is germane in this case is a
10

2o comparison of the concentrations of metals discharged to Miller and Des Moines Creeks with the

21 applicable State Water Quality Criteria. It really doesn't matter if the concentrations of metals in

22 Miller Creek are the same as the concentrations of metals occurring in surface waters near

23

24
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1 Bellevue or Portland. All this means is that the Cities of Bellevue and Portland are also not in

2 compliance with applicable Water Quality Criteria.

3
l 4. Additional evidence that STIA stormwater adversely affects the aquatic resources

4

of Miller Creek is found in the sediments below Lake Reba, into which the Port discharges its
fi

stormwater (Port 1997 [see Table 4]). Values for copper in sediments from three samples above6

7 Lake Reba were 17.4, 8.4, and 9.9 mg/Kg dry weight, while copper in sediments from three

a samples below lake Reba were 22.3, 47.8, and 19.7 m_Kg dry weight. The quantities of copper

a below the impoundment are substantially greater than the quantities of copper above the

10

impoundment. A similar relationship for lead exists above and below Lake Reba. Lead in
11

sediments from three samples above Lake Reba were 39, 34, and 38 mg/Kg dry weight, while
12

13 lead in sediments form three samples below Lake Reba were 77, 172, and 56 mg/Kg dry weight.

14 Levels of zinc in three samples above Lake Reba were 105, 90.2, and 94.1, mg/Kg dry weight,

15 while zinc values in three samples below Lake Reba were 165,402, and 148 mg/Kg dry weight.

16
15. While Washington has not adopted Sediment Quality Standards-Chemical Criteria

17

for Freshwater Sediments, the copper, lead, and zinc values in sediments below Lake Reba
18

exceed standards adopted in Canada, which are good indicators of water quality problems. For10

20 example, all the values for copper in sediments below Lake Reba exceed the Lowest Effects

21 Level (16 mg/Kg dry weight) for copper from the Guidelines for the Protection and Management

22 of Aquatic Sediments in Ontario (Persuad et al. 1993). Similarly, all the values for lead and zinc

23
in sediments below Lake Reba exceed the Lowest Effects Levels for lead (31 mg/Kg dry weight)

24
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1 and zinc (120 mg/Kg dry weight) from the Guidelines for the Protection and Management of

2
Aquatic Sediments in Ontario Guidelines (Persuad et al. 1993). (Lead in sediments above Lake

3

Reba also exceeds the Canadian Guidelines but only slightly.) This is some of the most
4

compelling evidence that stormwater from STIA has impacted Miller Creek. Based on the5

6 Canadian Guidelines, there is a high probability that sediment concentrations of copper, lead, and

7 zinc occurring below Lake Reba are toxic to greater than five percent of the aquatic genera

8 inhabiting this site.

9
16. While it is unknown precisely how far downstream the impacts of copper, lead,

10

and zinc occur in Miller Creek and Des Moines Creek, it is evident from recent (April and
11

12 August 2000) ACC water quality surveys, that copper, lead, and zinc are bioavailable to aquatic

13 life in both Miller and Des Moines Creeks. Copper, lead, and zinc residue levels in cutthroat

14 trout from upper Miller Creek (S 157 thPL crossing) were 6.5, 0.31, and 137 mg/Kg dry weight,

15 respectively in the wet season (April). The dry season (August) data at the same location on

16

Miller Creek were 6.5, 0.74, and 145 mg/Kg dry weight, respectively. Comparable data from
17

upper Des Moines Creek (S 200 th Street crossing) collected in the wet season (April) were 4.3,
18

19 0.34, and 129 mg/Kg dry weight, respectively. No trout were collected at this location during the

20 dry season. While Washington has not adopted water quality standards based on tissue residue

21 concentrations, the lead and zinc concentrations found in cutthroat trout in the upper reaches of

22
both Miller Creek and Des Moines Creek exceed the tissue screening concentrations (TSCs) for

23

lead (0.32 mg/Kg dry weight) and zinc (100 mg/Kg dry weight) used by Shepherd (1999) in
24
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1 ecological risk assessments. These data indicate that lead and zinc are chemicals ofconcem that

2
require more detailed investigation and additional control.

3

17. Glycol-based de-icers and anti-icers, used in de-icing aircraft at STIA, which are
4

required to drain only to the IWS are also presently found in the project streams. The Port's
5

6 Annual Stormwater Monitoring Reports. for 1999 and 2000 indicate that glycols occur in

7 stormwater at STIA outfalls that discharge both to Miller and Des Moines Creeks. While the

8 IWS at STIA is designed to collect aircraft de-icers and anti-icers reaching the tarmac, glycols in

9
de-icers and anti-icers are still routinely detected at six of the Port's stormwater outfalls: SDN1,

10

SDN2, SDN4, SDE4, SDS 1, and SDSY Outfalls SDN1, SDN2, and SDN4 are located on the
11

north end of the STIA and discharge to Lake Reba on Miller Creek. Outfalls SDE4, SDS1, and]2

13 SDS3 are located at the south end of STIA and discharge to the East Tributary or Northwest

14 Ponds on Des Moines Creek.

15 18. The concentrations of glycols entering the project streams vary widely and are not

16
trivial. For example, glycols of 12, 810, and 364 mg/L were found in SDE4, SDS1, and SDS3

17

outfall discharges, respectively, following aircraft de-icing on January 11-12, 2000 (Port 2000).
18

The most recent data from February 2001, indicated that glycols of 46.7, 48.7 and 419.4 mg/L19

2o were found in stormwater being discharged from the same three outfalls, respectively (Port

21 2001). The majority of the glycols at each discharge were propylene glycol.

22
19. The ACC also detected propylene glycol in duplicate samples from Des Moines

23

Creek on February 9 and 19, 2001 at S 200 thStreet, just south of the Tyee Valley Golf Course.
24
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1 Propylene glycol was not detected in duplicate samples on either of these dates in the West

2
Tributary of Des Moines Creek at 192ndStreet, which is above any known influence of STIA.

3

These finds suggest that this glycol entered Des Moines Creek on the West Tributary below
4

192'ldStreet, or entered on the East Tributary somewhere above the confluence of the West and5

6 East Tributaries. The likely source of this contamination was one of the STIA outfalls: SDE4,

7 SDSI, or SDS3. The concentrations ofpropylene glycol in these four samples ranged between

8 11 and 17 mg/L. Because this is propylene glycol, the source is likely an aircraft anti-icer and

9

not an aircraft de-icer or auto/truck anti-freeze that are mainly ethylene glycol based.
10

20. At issue is the toxicity of the de-icing or anti-icing agents. In particular, it is the
11

presence of additives in the commerce de-icer or anti-icer that account for most of the toxicity12

13 (Hartwell et al 1995). Some examples of additives found in de-icers and anti-icers that may

14 affect toxicity include: sodium nitrite, sodium benzoate, borax, diethylene glycol, ethylene oxide,

15 acetaldehyde, dioxane, high-molecular weight polymers, polyamines, triazoles, and urea,
16

(MacDonald et al. 1992; Hartwell et al. 1995; Lokke 1984).
17

21. It is my opinion that de-icers and their additives can be toxic to aquatic life at
18

19 relatively low concentrations (1.8-8.7 mg/L), which I base on the work ofHartwell et al. (1995).

20 Hartwell et al. (1995) determined that the 7-day LCs0 for commercial anti-icer to fathead minnow

21 ranged between 24.2 and 43.3 mg/L, based on the concentration of total glycols in the test

22
solution. By definition, these results indicate that the LC25or LC10(the concentrations killing

23

25% and 10% of the test population in 7 days) will occur at lower concentrations of total glycols,
24
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1 that is, in the range of glycol concentrations found recently by the ACC. Hartwell et al. (1995)

2
also observed that gill pathology (edema, respiratory cell hypertrophy, and proliferative

3

bronchitis) occurred in fish exposed to anti-icer at 17.6 mg/L propylene glycol. It is reasonable
4

to assume that a fish with these symptoms will die if the exposure continued at this same level.
5

6 Hartwell et al. (1995) also observed toxicity and similar gill pathology in fathead minnows

7 exposed to stormwater from a stream receiving winter runoff from a large commercial airport. In

8 these tests, which included detailed chemical monitoring, the LCs0 ranged between 1.8 and 5.4

9
mg/L total glycols. The concentrations of total glycols cited in the 1999 and 2000 Annual

10

Stormwater Monitoring Reports, and in the February 2001 stormwater analyses (Port 2001) also
11

exceed the concentrations reported by Hartwell et al. (1995) to be toxic to aquatic life.12

13 22. Whole effluent testing of STIA stormwater as required in their National Pollution

14 Discharge Elimination System Permit has also detected toxicity in the Port's stormwater (see

15 Table 7-15, page 7-25, BiologicalAssessment [Parametrix 2000b]). In effluent from SDN1, the

16
percent survival ofdaphnia ranged between 10 and 80 percent over three test dates, the most

17

recent 1/24/99. Mean survival over these three tests was only 40 percent. Percent survival of
18

fathead minnow ranged between 40 and 78 percent, with a mean of 60 percent. Whole Effluent19

2o Testing (WET) at the Port's stormwater outfalls also demonstrates that at two other outfalls

21 (SDN4 and SDE4), percent survival was as low as 75 and 63 percent, respectively, on at least one

22
of the four dates when tests were conducted, indicating that toxicity occurs more often than the

23

Port would have us believe. This level of toxicity is not trivial and indicates that acute (short-
24
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1 term) toxicity of fish and other aquatic life can occur in Miller Creek, into which the discharge of

2
SDN1 flows. The above testing approach does not address chronic (longer-term) toxicity that

3

could occur at much lower concentrations of stormwater.
4

23. The Port wants us to believe that "the quality of stormwater from STIA will5

6 improve in the future for several reasons. First, areas where stormwater is currently not treated

7 will be retrofitted to improve water quality. Second, for areas with new impervious surfaces,

8 stormwater will be detained and treated."

9
24. These statements suggest that the five or six major stormwater outfalls (SDN1,

10

SDN2, SDN4, SDE4, SDS 1, and SDS3) that now discharge to Miller and Des Moines Creeks
11

will be retrofitted to improve water quality, yet this is not what is indicated in the Comprehensive12

13 Stormwater Management Plan (Parametrix 2000c). Section 7.1.5 indicates that a final decision

14 to retrofit certain stormwater basins with additional detention, e.g., wet vaults or detention vaults,

15 has not been made and that evaluation of the need continues. This affects both the SDE4 and

16
SDS3 drainage basins, which outfall to Des Moines Creek at the south end of STIA. The reason

17

for the delay is the cost in providing (constructing) additional detention.
18

25. Of the stormwater basins that discharge to Miller Creek at the north end of the19

20 STIA, only SDN1 could be retrofitted with additional detention capabilities but this too is subject

21 to change. The Port in Section 7.1.4.1 indicates that they could also approve another alternative

22

to improve treatment, although this alternative is yet to be determined. And, according to Table
23

24
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1 7-8, the SDN2 and SDN4 will not receive a retrofit as the presently employed best management

2
practices, e.g., bioswales, filter strips, are believed to be effective.

3

26. According to the Comprehensive Stormwater Monitoring Plan, all of the SDS 1
4

basin drainage was transferred to the IWS, although there still is a discharge from this basin that
5

6 likely includes a contribution from STIA. For example, as recently as February 2001,

7 stormwater from SDS1 still contained a total glycols concentration of 48 mg/L, which was

8 mostly (43 mg/L) propylene glycol (Port 2001).

9
27. So I must ask, what really will change? Will stormwater quality at the existing six

10

outfalls likely improve with the proposed construction at STIA? The Port's proposed retrofit will
11

not, in my opinion, improve the existing situation. The Port's assertion that "stormwater quality
12

13 will improve in the future," is also misleading and without scientific basis.

14 28. To provide a site for the Third Runway, the Port proposes to fill a ravine west of

15 the airport with twenty (20) million cubic yards of fill. The fill would be stabilized in part by a

16

retaining wall, fifteen stories high and close to fifteen hundred feet long. Underneath the 20
17

million cubic yards of fill, the Port proposes to construct an enormous rock drain field to
18

19 "capture" groundwater and transport it down slope in the hope of supporting the streams and

2o wetlands below. Chemicals associated with fill materials at the fill placement site at STIA have

21 the potential to percolate through the fill pile to groundwater, contaminating wetlands and

22
surface waters. The Soil Acceptance Criteria contained in the Section 401 certification are

23

seriously flawed and do not preclude the acceptance of chemically contaminated fill for use at the
24
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1 third runway site. Already, there is evidence that fill, e.g., Hamm Creek Restoration Project

2
sediments, already stockpiled at STIA, contains residual chemicals (PCBs, and DDTs).

3

Chemicals in fill would also have the potential to directly contaminate wetlands and surface
4

waters through runoff following seasonal rains.
5

6 29. The Section 401 certification uses the State's Model Toxic Control Act (MTCA)

7 to set the standard for acceptable fill for the third runway project. The fundamental purpose of

8 MTCA is to cleanup existing contaminated or hazardous waste sites. MTCA sets reasonable

9
standards for the amount of toxic material that can be left in a contaminated site. MTCA does

10

not purport to clean-up to natural or background conditions. Instead, MTCA recognizes that
11

there is a certain level below which it is not practical or feasible to clean. These standards are12

13 not, nor have they ever been, meant to contaminate clean property up to some predetermined

14 level. To the best of my knowledge, the STIA property where the fill is being placed was free of

15 contamination prior to any fill placement. It is my professional, opinion that MTCA does not

16

apply and should not be used for the purpose of screening soils or sediments for use on the STIA
17

Third Runway Fill Project. It is an inappropriate standard for determining the quality of fill
18

material to be placed in the area of wetlands and streams that are now in relatively pristine19

2o condition and which contain significant aquatic life.

21 30. The Section 401 certification Soil Fill Acceptance Criteria are supposed to

22
preclude chemical contamination. However, they are fundamentally flawed in their lack of a

23

consistent and statistically meaningful approach to determine the location and extent of any
24
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1 contamination contained in candidate fill materials. Statistically rigorous sampling approaches

2
exist, e.g., systematic grid system (Gilbert 1982), over sampling and compositing (Skalski and

3

Thomas 1984) and are used routinely to survey sites for buried waste, yet no such approach is
4

adopted in the 401 certification Soil Fill Acceptance Criteria. While such an approach need not
5

6 be undertaken at State-certified borrow pits, they should be required at all sites like the First

7 Avenue Bridge and Harem Creek where contamination is known to occur.

8 31. In the past year, I have repeatedly advised the Ecology, the Army Corps of

9
Engineers and the USEPA of my serious concerns about the inappropriate use of MTCA as a fill

10
acceptance criteria for the third runway site. Attached hereto are true and correct copies of my

11

letters to the agencies on this topic: Ex. D, August 31, 2000 letter to Tom Luster, Washington12

la Department of Ecology; Ex. E, December 19, 2000 letter to Charles Findley, U.S. Environmental

14 Protection Agency; and Ex. F, February 16, 2001 Comment letter to DOE and the Army Corps of

15 Engineers.

16
32. There are also problems with the Port's Low Stream Flow Analyses (see

17

Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan [Parametrix 2000a]) in that the predictions may
18

underestimate summer low flow impacts and overestimate the contributions of proposed19

2o mitigation and natural mitigating factors. For example, one option that the Port proposed in

21 mitigation of predicted low stream flows is the use of"additional storage volume in the base of

22
selected detention facilities, that can be used to store winter (wet) season runoff until needed to

23

supportlowflowsin the summer(dry)season." Accordingto Mr.WilliamRozeboomof
24
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1 Northwest Hydraulic Consultants, Seattle, Washington (also working on behalf of ACC and

2 submitting comments), some of the proposed detention facilities that are to be used in this way

3

do not have "dead storage" capacity for reserve storm water release, with the result the total
4

proposed storage falls short of the target volumes. Mr. Rozeboom also points out that the
5

6 potential mitigating effect of the "fill infiltration discharge" from the proposed runway

7 embankment to Miller Creek is overestimated, and that the "IWS lagoon lining improvements"

8 would specifically reduce recharge for Walker and Des Moines Creeks. For these reasons and

9
others (see the full text of Mr. Rozeboom's comments, attached to his declaration in support of

10

ACC's request for stay), the Port's conclusion indicating that base lows will not be diminished
11

beyond the values presented in Table 5 (page 18) of the Biological Assessment - Supplement
12

la (Parametrix 2000) is in serious doubt. Clearly, flow reductions have not been established with

14 any degree of certainty.

15 33. From a fish or fish habitat perspective, it is my opinion, that if flows in the project

16

streams fall much below 1.0 cfs, impacts to anadromous as well as resident fish species will
17

likely occur, and over most of the length of the streams on the project site. If flows diminish,
18

19 depths will surely decrease resulting in elevated temperatures and lower dissolved oxygen

2o concentrations. Fish and other mobile aquatic life could be displaced to other reaches of the

21 stream where preferred conditions persist. Diminished flow and depth could also limit

22
movement of fish throughout the stream length and conceivable lead to stranding and mortality

23

of larger fish.
24
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I 34. Finally, the Port's Low Flow Analysis/Flow Impact Offset Facility Proposal is

2 incomplete and denies opportunity for meaningful scientific comment. The Port's management
3

approach is to monitor the quality of detained or discharged stormwater, and only when a
4

problem is encountered, will it take steps to mitigate the impacts of altered water quality. For
5

6 example, if the problem is low dissolved oxygen, the Port will aerate. How the waters in the

7 proposed detention vaults or the stream will be aerated, we aren't told except in a very general

8 way. While several types of aeration devices are listed on page 18, including microbubble

9
diffusers, gas injection, mechanical aerators, etc., there is no commitment at this time to any of

10

these technologies. It may be expected that one or more of these devices will work better than
ll

others but this has not been determined. This plan is not ready for scientific scrutiny.
12

13 35. There is also the important issue of how frequently to monitor the stored

14 stormwater during discharge. For example in the case of dissolved oxygen, the Port proposes a

15 weekly monitoring requirement for the operational period, August through October which may

16

not detect early signs of degradation. Dissolved oxygen, can change very quickly (in a matter of
17

hours) in response to biochemical oxygen demand, rainfall, and even air temperature. I therefore
18

cannot agree with the Port's assertion that "water quality of stored water is not expected to19

2o change." More frequent monitoring, at least daily for dissolved oxygen, turbidity, and

21 temperature during the operational (discharge) period is necessary to assure that degradation does

22
not occur. Modeling and bench-scale testing should have been required of the Port to determine

23

how long-term (three month) detention can change the basic properties of stormwater.
24
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1 36. While it may be of interest to undertake a long-term assessment (10 years) of

2 benthic insect productivity in the project streams (see page 34), as demonstrated by the Benthic

3

Index of Biotic Integrity (BIBI), this kind of biological monitoring also will not detect potential
4

early impacts associated with the discharge of detained stormwater to the project streams. In5

other words, harm to the resource could occur before it was detected. There is also no real BIBI6

7 baseline for the project streams because so few samples have been collected to date from which

8 the BIBI can be calculated. Using this approach, one will also have to wait several years to see a

9
trend in the data that had sufficient statistical reliability to determine if benthic invertebrate

10

productivity was being altered. In my opinion, then, it's a stretch to suggest as the Port does on
11

page 34, "this monitoring will be able to be used in assessing any biological effects of the flow12

13 offset facility in the receiving water." Instead of the BIBI, use of either laboratory or in situ

14 bioassays aimed at determining potential bioaccumulation and toxicity of metals and other

15
chemicals is one approach that would provide more timely indications of whether or not stored

16
stormwater was having an impact on the receiving water.

17

37. The monitoring requirements contained in the Section 401 Certification should
18

not be the basis for approving the low flow mitigation plan. If monitoring detects a problem it19

20 usually means that the stream(s) has/have suffered some degree of harm. More importantly, the

21 streams will continue to undergo harm until the problem(s) is/are rectified. If the monitoring is

22 flawed as the Port's monitoring appears to be, the degree of harm incurred could be all that more.

23

Reasonable assurance that the water quality will not be impaired, in my opinion, should not be
24
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John A. Strand, Ph.D., Fellow A.I.F.R.B. _
Environmental Scientist

Dr. Strand is'an internationally recognized environmental scientist specializing in studies to
determine potential effects of human activities on aquatic resources. During his 26 years (post
Ph.D.) of experience, he has conducted a wide variety of projects, large and small, in Alaska,
California, Idaho, Washington, British Columbia, Guam, and Venezuela. These included field
studies to evaluate environmental impacts of engineered structures, and field and laboratory
studies to assess ecological and health risks from discharge of contaminants to surface waters,
including sewage, storm water, oil, other organic chemicals, radionuclides, and heavy metals. Dr.
Strand also has developed watershed management plans and regional restoration and monitoring
plans.

Address, Phone, and E- Mail:

1314 Cedar, Richland, WA 99352
(509) 943-4347, (509) 946-1467 (fax), jstrand427@aol.com, or jstrand@tricity.wsu.edu

Education:

Ph.D.; University of Washington; Fisheries Biology; 1975
M.S.; Lehigh University; Biology; 1862
A.B.; Lafayette College; Biology; 1960

Employment:

1999- Principal Biologist, Columbia Biological Assessments, Richland, WA. Also, Adjunct
Faculty, Environmental Sciences and Regional Planning Program, Washington State
University Tri-Cities, Richland, WA.

1996-1999; Water Quality Planner,
King County Department of Natural Resources, Seattle, WA.

1993-1995; Senior Biologist and Group Leader,
EA Engineering, Science, and Technology, Inc., Redmond, WA.

1990-1993; Restoration Manager and Co-Chair, Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Restoration Planning
Working Group, NOAA/NMFS; Auke Bay, AK.

1969-1990; Senior Research Scientist and Manager, Battelle, Pacific Northwest Laboratory,
Richland and Sequim, WA. Also, Affiliate Faculty (1987-1991), School of Fisheries,
University of Washington, Seattle, WA.

Registration/Certification:

Fellow, American Institute of Fisheries Research Biologists; 1993
Certified Fishery Scientist (No. 442), American Fishery Society; 1969

Specialized Training:

Health and Safety Training for Hazardous Waste Sites; 1996; 1997; 1998
Wetland Delineation, Shoreline Community College; 1996
Litigation Support Short Course, EA Engineering, Science, and Technology, Inc.; 1994
NEPA Refresher Training, US Forest Service; 1991
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Experience:

Aquatic Toxicology and Risk Assessment----In 2000, investigated the effects of stormwater on
fish and other aquatic life in Miller, Walker, and Des Moines Creeks, King County, Washington.
From 1996 to 1998, studied ecological and human health risks of combined sewer overflows in
the Duwamish River and in Elliott Bay, Washington. In 1995, prepared sampling plans to study
fate of metals and organic contaminants in groundwater and marine sediments in Liberty Bay,
Washington. At a gold mine in Southeast Alaska in 1994, assessed human health risks for
arsenic discharged in treated tailings pond effluents. In 1990, evaluated survey design and
sampling procedures to determine the fate of oil refinery and coking plant wastes in sediments
and benthic biota in Amuay Bay, Venezuela. In 1980, developed exposure pathway models and
determined potential ecological and human health risks associated with metals and radionuclides
released from a hypothetical uranium mine and smelter at three locations in British Columbia.

Resource Management and Planning .... In 1999, appointed to King County Biological Review
Panel with responsibility to evaluate King County policies and programs most relevant to
conservation of salmon. In 1995 evaluated NMFS biological opinion and conducted field studies
to assess potential impacts of construction and operation of a proposed gold mine on endangered
spring and summer run chinook salmon in the Salmon National Forest, Idaho. From 1992-1993,
was Federal Co-chair of Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Restoration Planning Work Group in Anchorage,
Alaska. Responsible for developing a restoration plan, and for designing, implementing and
reviewing long-term restoration and monitoring projects for injured resources and human
services. From 1987-1990, helped prepare the Sequim Bay Watershed Management Plan in an
effort to mitigate cumulative effects of nonpoint source pollution from timbering, road building,
agriculture, marina operations, and failed septic systems throughout the Sequim Bay watershed
in Washington.

Regulatory Compliance .... Conducted numerous National Environmental Policy Act reviews for
nuclear power plants, a nuclear fuels reprocessing facility, a hydroelectric impoundment,
petroleum and synthetic fuels refineries, a gasoline pipeline, an acoustic measurement facility,
and general construction projects. For example in 1994, directed an environmental assessment
of alternate sites for construction of replacement housing at McChord Air Force Base,
Washington. In 1985-1987, managed an environmental assessment of the Navy's Southeast
Alaska Acoustic Measurement Facility near Ketchikan, Alaska. Also conducted Section 316 (a)
(b) Demonstrations of Compliance with the Clean Water Act. For example in 1994, designed
monitoring plans to address "special conditions" of National Pollution Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permit renewals at two coastal power plants in California. In 1988, performed
chemical analyses and bioassays in support of NPDES Permit renewals at oil industry facilities in
Port Valdez and Cook Inlet, Alaska

Selected Publications and Presentations:

Strand, J., K. Stark, K. Silver, C. Laetz, T. Georgianna, T. McElhany, K. Li, and S. Mickelson.
1998. Bioaccumulation of Chemical Contaminants in Transplanted and Wild Mussels in the
Duwamish River Estuary, Puget Sound, Washington. In Proceedings of Puget Sound Research
'98. Puget Sound Water Quality Action Team. March 12-13, 1998, Seattle, Washington.

Strand, J.A., V.I. Cullinan, E.A. Crecelius, T.J. Fortman, R.J. Citterman and M.L. Fleischmann.
1992. Fate of Bunker C fuel oil in Washington coastal habitats following the December 1988
Nestucca oil spill. Northwest Sci. 66 (1):1-14.

Cullinan, V.I., E.A. Crecelius, and J.A. Strand. 1991. Evaluation.of Lagoven, S. A., Refinery
Environmental Monitoring Plan of Amuay Bay, Venezuela. Final Report. Prepared for Bariven
Corporation by Battelle, Pacific Northwest Laboratories, Richland, Washington.
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Strand, J.A., E.A. Crecelius, W.H. Pearson, G.W. Fellingham, and R.A. Elston. 1988.
Reconnaissance-Level Surveys of Eight bays in Puget Sound. In Proceedings of the First
Meeting on Puget Sound Research. Puget Sound Water Quality Authority, Olympia, Washington.
March 18-19, 1988, Seattle, Washington.

Strand, J.A., M.P. Fujihara, T.M. Poston, and C.S. Abernathy. 1982. Permanence of
suppression of the primary immune response in rainbow trout, Salmo gairdneri, sublethally
exposed to tritiated water during embryogenesis. Radiat. Res. 91:533-541.
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Columbia Biological Assessments
1314 Cedar Avenue

Richland, WA 99352
•(509) 943-4347

jstrand427@aol.com

December 13, 1999

Permit Coordination Unit

Department of Ecology
P.O. Box 47703

Olympia, WA 98504-7703
ATTN: Tom Luster,

401 Certification Coordinator

Subj: Determining Whether the Washington Department of Ecology (Ecology) Has a
Scientifically Adequate Basis to Certify Compliance, Under Clean Water Act
Section 401, for the Port of Seattle's Project Proposed in Public Notice Nos.
1996-4-02325 and 1999-4-02325

Dear Mr. Luster:

On behalf of Citizens Against Seatac Expansion (CASE), I have undertaken a review and
evaluation of pertinent and readily available literature in an effort to answer the subject
question. It is Ecology's responsibility under the Clean Water Act to certify that the
Port's proposed project will not violate applicable water quality criteria and will not harm
aquatic resources inhabiting the project site. In undertaking this effort, I have relied on
my relevant education, specialized training, and professional skills acquired over a 40-
year career as an environmental scientist (see attached Curriculum Vitae).

I approached this task by first determining whether water quality in surface waters near
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport (STIA) has been impacted by stormwater runoff
from the Port of Seattle's ongoing operations at STIA. I addressed both historical and
present conditions. I next looked at whether conditions in the receiving waters might
improve following the filling of the subject wetlands and subsequent installation and
operation of the proposed stormwater retention facilities at STIA. My opinion in this
matter was based primarily on reviewing three documents prepared by the Port of Seattle:

• Storm Water Receiving Environment Monitoring Report for NPDES Permit No. 1,VA-
002465-1. Volume 1, and 2 (Technical Appendices). June 1997.

• Annual Stormwater Monitoring Report for Seattle-Tacoma International Airport for
the Period July 1, 1998 through June 30, 1999. September 1999.
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• Preliminary Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan. Master Plan Update
Improvements. Seattle-Tacoma International Airport. Technical Appendices.
October 1999.

I also reviewed and included applicable citations from the scientific literature when the

need arose. My conclusions and the detailed evaluations on which they are based are can
be found in the succeeding sections:

Conclusions

In my opinion, for the following reasons, the Port has not provided sufficient information
to enable Ecology to conclude, on a scientifically defensible basis, that there is
reasonable assurance that the Port's discharges will comply with applicable water quality
standards:

• Violations of toxic substances criteria in Miller and Des Moines Creeks, particularly
for copper and zinc, occur as a result of stormwater discharged from STIA. These
violations occurred historically and occur currently. This finding suggests that
additional waste treatment (additional connections to the Industrial Waste System at
STIA) may be required before stormwater impacts to area surface waters diminish.

• At present (based on the Port's 1999 report), an insufficient number of samples are
being collected pursuant to demonstrating compliance with applicable toxic
substances criteria. Sampling upstream of STIA no longer occurs.

• The potential effects of de-icers and anti-icers in stormwater discharged to area
surface waters cannot reasonably be quantified without conducting WET tests during
de-icing events.

• The Port has failed to consistently follow proper quality assurance procedures when
collecting and analyzing stormwater samples, thereby diminishing the credibility of
the data reported.

• The Port's reports include questionable conventions, e.g., use of inappropriate
comparators, perhaps erroneously labeling high or unexpected analytical results as
outliers, and not truthfully reporting qualified data, that undermine the scientific
validity of the Port's conclusions.

• The Port has not adequately supported its assertion that the proposed stormwater
management activities (installation of larger detention basins) will result in
substantial improvements in the water quality of either Miller Creek or Des Moines
Creek. This conclusion is based mainly on the lack of simulation modeling to address
the fate of metals and other chemicals discharged in stormwater at the project site. As
a result, the Port has not provided adequate information to enable Ecology to develop
conditions that would insure compliance with the water quality standards, Chapter
173-201A WAC.
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Historical (1995-1996) Stormwater Discharges to Miller and Des Moines Creeks

While there are several constituents (metals, fecal coliforms, turbidity) associated with
STIA stormwater in Miller and Des Moines Creeks that have historically violated State of
Washington Water Quality Criteria, the metals copper and zinc are of particular concern
given their designation as toxic substances. In both creeks, the Port has presented metals
data for stations at the STIA stormwater outfalls, upstream of the outfalls, and
downstream of the outfalls. These data are presented as either total recoverable or
dissolved metal. The State's toxic substances criteria for these metals are based on the

dissolved fraction. The Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) toxic substances
criteria for these metals are based on total recoverable metal. In both cases, the hardness
of the water influences calculation of the metal criteria.

Data presented by the Port in 1997 indicated that concentrations of both copper and zinc
in STIA stormwater discharges greatly exceeded applicable State/EPA toxic substances
criteria, in some instances by more than an order of magnitude. For example at the
stormwater outfall to Miller Creek (see 1997 report page 35), total copper concentrations
ranged from 4.2-82.9 ug/l. The EPA criterion is 4.4 ug/1. The Port's 1997 data also
indicated that concentrations (4.7-14.8 ug/l) of total copper upstream of STIA were at or
slightly exceeded the EPA metals criteria. That Miller Creek was unable to assimilate the
STIA discharges, however, is confirmed by downstream sampling data showing total
copper concentrations of 0.72-44 ug/l. For zinc in Miller Creek, the values at the outfall,
upstream, and downstream were 15-525 ug/1, 37-69 ug/1, and 2.3-295 ug/l., respectively,
again showing that the influence of zinc additions at the outfall persisted downsteam.
The EPA criterion for zinc is 33.7 ug/1.

The concentrations of copper and zinc downstream exceeded the applicable toxic
substances criteria. The Port's 1997 Report does not provide evidence that would support
a scientifically valid conclusion that STIA does not impact Miller and Des Moines
Creeks downstream of their respective stormwater outfalls. Persistence of an influence of
stormwater downstream, and at the magnitudes illustrated above, also suggests the need
for treatment of the waste streams. Additional connections to the Industrial Wastewater

System (IWS) at STIA should be considered.

Present (1998-1999) Stormwater Discharges to Miller and Des Moines Creeks

Data presented by the Port in 1999 confirm that exceedences of toxic metals criteria
continue to occur at the Port's stormwater outfalls to the creeks. In addition, the

downstream stations, where sampled, show that the influences of STIA stormwater
discharges persist in the receiving waters. What appears missing in the 1999 report,
however, is any indication that the Port sampled upstream of STIA. The Port's failure to
maintain the original sampling protocol in this regard greatly diminishes the value of
their stormwater monitoring program.
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In my opinion, the Port has failed to demonstrate that STIA stormwater does not
adversely impact the water quality of Miller and Des Moines Creeks. To the contrary,
the Port's sampling data confirms that STIA stormwater greatly contributes to
exceedences of toxic metals criteria in the receiving waters. The Port's reminder on page
22 of their 1999 report that the Water Quality Standards apply to receiving waters and not
the discharges from their outfalls also is of little consequence if the Port fails to present
data from both above and below their outfalls.

Potential Effects of De-Icers and Anti-Icers Discharged to Surface Waters

The Port tends to diminish the potential for toxicity from glycols and the additives found
in glycol-based de-icers and anti-icers, which are employed at STIA. LC50 values for
invertebrates and fish are generally greater than 1000 mg/1 for pure ethylene glycol
(Cowgill et al., 1985; Hartwell et al. 1995), although bioassays of commercial de-icer or
anti-icer chemicals have resulted in toxicity at much lower concentrations of the parent
compound. Hartwell et al., 1995 suggested that this response was attributable to
additives and contaminants. For example, Fisher (1994 [in Hartwell et al. 1995])
reported that the 48-hour LC50 for stormwater runoff contaminated with aircraft de-icers
or anti-icers ranged between 1.9 and 8.7 mg/l total glycols for Daphnia magna, and 1.8
and 5.4 mg/1 for Pimephales promelas. These values were for combined ethylene and
propylene glycols in the stream, and were consistent with toxicity levels found by
Hartwell et al. (1995), who tested the commercial chemicals in the laboratory. Hartwell
et al. 1995 also reported finding sublethal effects (histological changes in gills) in P.
promelas following seven days of exposure to 17.6 mg/I propylene glycol. The levels
where toxic effects were observed by Fisher (1994) and (Hartwell et al. 1995) are
substantially below the concentrations of total glycols (up to 158 mg/1) reported in the
Port's 1999 monitoring report.

Some examples of additives found in de-icers and anti-icers that may affect toxicity
include: sodium nitrite, sodium benzoate, borax, diethylene glycol, ethylene oxide,
acetaldehyde, dioxane, high-molecular weight polymers, polyamines, triazoles, and urea,
(MacDonald et al. 1992; Hartwell et al. 1995; Lokke 1984). At issue here is whether the
Port ever conducted whole effluent toxicity testing on the runoff during a time when
aircraft were de-iced at STIA? It would not appear that they did.

It is uncertain from the text whether the outliers included in Figure 11 of the Port's 1999
Report are, in fact, outliers. Maybe what are called outliers are actually real values
within the natural range of variance for this data, and that additional samples will need to
be taken to decrease this variance. It would appear that Figure 11 reports a mean value
and the spread of data (box plots) over the year. However, only a single grab sample
followed by a composite sample are collected during each sampling interval. It is unclear
which sample results are included in Figure 11. Clearly, additional samples need to be
collected and analyzed before the Port can comment intelligently on the fate of these
materials in their stormwater and in affected surface waters.
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It is interesting to note that at the bottom of page 27 of the 1999 report, the Port mentions
the finding of high BOD in samples from SDE4, SDS3, SDN1, SDN3, and SDN4, which
the Port attributes to an acetate-based runway (ground) de-icing chemical. Glycols were
found at low concentrations (15-113 mg/1) in these samples, which suggests that the Port
should be asked why they do not also analyze for acetate-based de-icers? Are acetate-
based de-icers more toxic than glycol-based de-icers?

Technically speaking, the Port has only begun to address the issue of de-icers and anti-
icers. They have not addressed toxicity in any meaningful way, particularly with regard
to the additives found in commercially available de-icing or anti-icing chemicals.
Without toxicity testing during de-icing events, they have not in my opinion provided
information sufficient to enable Ecology to conclude that de-icers/anti-icers pose no risk
to surface waters as a result of their use at STIA.

Use of Water Quality Comparators

In both the 1997 and 1999 reports, the Port includes comparator concentrations for
metals, fecal coliforms, turbidity and other water quality parameters in stormwater.
Comparator concentrations are based on stormwater data collected by other authorities
(e.g., City of Bellevue, City of Portland). These comparators are found in Table 21 in the
Port's 1997 report and in table 4 in the Port's 1999 report.

While these data maybe of some scientific interest, these data do not address the question
of whether documented exceedences in water quality criteria in Miller and Des Moines
Creeks are attributable to stormwater discharges from STIA. What is germane in this
case is a comparison of the concentrations of metals in Miller and Des Moines Creeks
with the applicable State or Federal water quality criteria. It really doesn't matter if the
concentrations of metals in Miller Creek are the same as the concentrations of metals

occurring in surface waters near Portland or Bellevue. All this means is that the City of
Bellevue and the City of Portland are also not in compliance with applicable water
quality criteria. How the Port has used these comparators is not good science and could
be construed as an effort to bias the results of their monitoring.

Reporting of Qualified Data

The Port also failed to properly report data as qualified by their analytical laboratory,
King County Environmental Laboratory (Metro). Both Microtox and metals data from
Miller Creek and De Moines appear to be affected by this omission. Many results of
analyses of samples collected in 1996 (in January, May, June, August, September,
October, and November) were qualified with an "H," which indicates that the sample (s)
exceeded the holding time before being analyzed. See Volume 2, Technical Appendices
of the Port's 1997 report. These same data, however, were not qualified when reported
in Volume 1 of the same report.

For example, in Table 19 on page 35 of Volume 1, which reports metals concentrations in
Miller Creek, a range of values of 0.72-44 ug/l for total copper is entered for the
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downstream stations. There is no qualifier for copper in the table or accompanying text,
yet in the King County (Metro) Lab Analytical Report for October 4, 1996 (see Volume
2), the copper concentration for sample MC4 (Lab ID L9668-10), which is a downstream
station on Miller Creek, is qualified as "H." This sample is reported to contain 0.044
m_l or (44 ug/1) total copper. This must be the sample that was included in Table 19 in
Volume 1.

It also appears that "H-" qualified Microtox data were entered into Table 1 on page 8 of
Volume 1. For example, King County's Analytical Report, that included results of
samples collected from Miller Creek on January 20, 1996, reported the results of a
Microtox bioassay for sample MC1 (Lab ID L7724-3) as "H" qualified, yet no such
qualifier is entered into Table 1 in Volume 1, nor is one included in the text.

Reporting qualified data as unqualified is not appropriate and violates proper quality
assurance procedures. It allows a bias to affect the data, which has no place in good
science. Reporting qualified data as unqualified may also have violated the conditions of
the Port's NPDES permit. In my opinion, the samples should have been collected again.
At issue is how the results might have changed if the Port or their consultant followed
protocol? It is incumbent on Ecology to catch glitches like these.

Transport and Fate of Stormwater Discharged from STIA

What else that appears missing from the pertinent literature are the results of any
simulation modeling that addresses the fate of chemicals (e.g., metals, de-icers/anti-icers,
etc.) discharged to Miller and Des Moines Creeks in STIA stormwater. With so much at
stake, it might have been expected that the Port would undertake such a study. Ecology
also should have required this of the Port. Simulation modeling should be used to
address compliance with the applicable water quality criteria, and test the efficacy of
alternative wastewater treatment options.
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this issue. I am available at your
convenience to discuss any of my comments in greater detail.

Yours very truly,

John A. Strand, Ph.D.
Principal Biologist

attachment: Curriculum Vitae

cc: Rick Poulin

Greg Wingard
files
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Columbia Biological Assessments
1314 Cedar Avenue

Richland, WA 99352
(5O9) 943-4347

(509) 946-]467 (fax)
jstrand427@aol.com

August 31, 2000

Mr. Tom Luster,
"401" Permit Coordinator
Permit Coordination Unit

Washington Department of Ecology
P,O. Box 47703

Olympia, WA 98504-7703

Subj: Port of Seattle's Airfield Project Soil Fill Acceptance Criteria

Dear Mr. Luster:

At the request of the Airport Conununities Coalition (ACC), I have reviewed and
evaluated the Port of Seattle's (Port) Airfield Project Soil Fill Acceptance Criteria, wilh
particular interest in the process employed to certify that fill accepted by the Port is fie_.
ofchen_cal contamination. In my evaluation, I exemirted sediment characteriT_tion

reports and phase ] and II environments] assessments obtained from the Department of
Ecology (DOE) to see if fill materials already accepted and stockpiled by the Port are, irL
fact, free of contumination. At issue isthe appropriateness of the Acceptance Criteria a,_d
whether or not fill already stockpiled is contaminated as to constitute a risk for area
streams, wetlands, and aquifers. In undertaking this assessment,. I have relied on my
education, specialized training, and professional skills acquired over a 40-year career a_ a
Fisheries Biologist and water quality planner (see attached Curriculum Vitae).

Conclusions

A summaryofmy conclusions,discussedindetail below, isasfollows:

I) The PortofSeattie'sSoilAcceptanceCriteriaareseriouslyflawedanddonot
precludetheacceptanceofchemicallycontaminatedfill.The soilorsedimentsamples
collecteddonotprovidereasonableassurancethatcandidatefillmaterialsarenot

chemicallycontaminated,anditislikelythatexamplesofsuchcontaminationalready
existonsite.

2) Thereisevidencethatsoils,e.g.Harem CreekRestorationProjectsediments,
alreadyacceptedandstockpiledbythePort,containresidualcontaminationthatincreast:s
theriskforareanaturalresources.
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3) The Model Toxics ControlAct (MTCA) standardis not appropriatelyused as the
criteriato screen candidatesoils for use in the proposed thirdrunwayembankment.

4) Even if usect,MTCA Method A Soil Cleanup Levels do not afford natural
resources of the site muchprotection if fill containingchemicals upto the clean-up le_,;l
runoff to areas_reams.

My opinionsandthe detailed evaluationson which they arebased arefoundin the
following sections:

The Port's Airfield Project Soil Fill Acceptance Criteria Are ¥1awed.

Among a numberof requirements,the Port'sSoil Fill AcceptanceCriteriaaresuppo_(l
to precludechemicalcontamination, They arefundamentallyflawed in their lack of a
formulafor how many samplesperunit of soil or sedimentneed to be collected to teal
chemicalpurity. Reviewingvarioussedimentcharacterizationreports or phase Ior II
environmentalassessments for lands from which soils were alreadyacceptedby the Pc)"t
indicates the significanceoft.his problem. Gene_dl]y,fewer than six samples were
collectedfor chemical analysesfor every 100,000 CY of soil or sediment acceptedby tl:e
Port. All to often, the decision on how many samples to takewas apparentlyleft up to the
consultantshiredby the Port, who donot seem to have a consistentrule for calculati_
how many samplesper unitsoil to col]ca.

As anexample, let's look atthe 85,000 CY of soil from the First AvenueBridge accept¢,d
by the Port from the WashingtonDepartmentof Transportation(WDOT) in the Second
Quarter2000 (see letter from PaulAgid, POS to ChungYee, W-DOEdatedJuly 27,
2000). It turnsout that initially, only five samples were analyzedfor petroleum
contaminationand potentiallytoxic metals (see Letter from Tom Madden,WDOT to Beth
Clark, POS EnvironmentalSectiondatedNov.29, 1999). Significantly,one of those
samplesrevealed total petroleumhydrocarbous(TPH)_ the Method A Soil
CleanupLevel of 200 mg/Kg (actualvalue was 870 mg/Kg). The consultantthen
collected three additionalsamples. These samples also containedTPHin excess of the
Method A Standard,butno othersampleswere collec_d. Itwas recommendedthatsor.'e
of the fill be set asidefor additionaltesting,but the vastmajorityof the soil was accepk,t
andtransferredto the Portof Seattle. Some 85,000 CY, then, were acceptedon the b,'_,si,,_
of onlyfour samples.

The recordin the case of fill fromthe Hemm Creek RestorationProject,although not
complete (partof SedimentChamcteriza_onReport[USCOE 1997] is missing), indicat.:s
that the g0,O00CY of HaremCreekRestorationProjectsediments(see Letterfrom
ElizabethClarkPOS to Roger Nye (WDOE)datedFeb. 4, 2000) wereacceptedby the
Port of Seattleon the basis of only two samples. Four samples were actuallycollected
butcomposited downto two samples prior to chemicalanalyses. In a Memorandumto
thePortof Seattle's PaulAgid from Beth Doan dated March 24, 1999, there is a caveat
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that "indicates the samples were composited over large areas and depths, and that thL,_.'
was potential for hotspots to go undetected."

Stockpiled Fill Is Chemically Contaminated.

FillmaterialsstockpiledbythePortofSeattleareobviouslycontaminated.The result._,of
theanalysesoftheHarem CreeksedimentsarcsummarizedintheMemorandum from

BethBonn toPaulAgiddatedMarch24,1999.Thetwo.compositedsamplesanalyzed
werefoundtocontainPCBs andDDT abovePugetSoundDredgeDisposalAuthority
(PSDDA) levels(6.9and 160ug/Kg,respectively),me,-ingthatthesematerialswere!_.ot

suitableforopenwaterdisposal.UsingPSSDA's conventionofnormallzingPCBs to
totalorganiccarboncontent,some ofsedimentscontainedPCBs exceeding12,000

ug/Kg.The Memorandum fromBethDoan alsoindicatesthatsedimentsfromthissite

failedfollow-upbioassays,meaningtheyprovedtoxictoaquaticlife.Althoughnot
statedintheDoan Memorandum,thereisevidencethathexachlorobenzeneand l,2,4-
trichlorobenzencweredetectedatlevelsexceedin._.gtheStateofWashingtonSediment

ManagementStandards(WAC 173-204-320)(USCOE 1997).IntheDoan memo, itw._.s
notedthat10,000CY ofcandidatefillmaterialwerenotevenanalyzed.Presumably,
thesesedimentswas alsoincludedinthe80,000CY transferredtothePortofSeattle
fromtheUSCOE in1999.Itwas alsointerestingtolearnfromtheDoan Memorandur

thatBoeingsubsequentlytestedtheHarem Creeksedimentsbutdidn'tdetecteitherPCI}s
orDDT. Itseemsthat,inspiteofthefactthatthetwo setsofanalysesproduced
significantlydifferentresults,thePortofSeattlestillacceptedthesefillmaterialsforas_'
intheirthirdrunwayembankment.

Clearlythereisevidencethatsignificantquantitiesoffillpresentlystockpiledbythel)_l_
foruseonthethirdrunwayembankmentcontainchemicalsthatexceedtwosetsof
sedimentqualitystandards(PSSDA andtheStateofWashingtonSedimentQuality
Standards).

MTCA Is Being Misused.

The fundamental purpose of MTCA and MTCA Method A is to clean up contaminated ()r
hazardous waste sites. They are not meant to chemically contaminate clelm property tip
to some predetermined level, in this case, the MTCA Method A Cleanup Levels. The s .e
where the third runway embankment is to be built is not ELhA_rdous waste site. It is, to
the best of my knowledge, free of known chemical contamination. Clearly, MTCA doe._
not apply and should not be used for the purpose of screening soils or sediments for vs_,
in the third runway. I will not dwell on this critical point as you have already received
similar comment from Greg Wingard of the Waste Action Project (see his letter to you ,,t"
May 4,2000).

Clearly,includinganycontaminatedsoilsorsedimentsinthefillpilerunstheriskof
harmingareanaturalresources,parficular]ywetlandsandfisheryresources. Any
chemicalsinthefillpilehavetheclearpotentialofpcrvolatingthroughthepileto
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groundwater,ultimatelycontaminatingwetlands and surfacewaters that may be
connected to the groundwaterstream. This same groundwater also may be connected
with the aquiferfrom which drinkingwateris obtained. As an aside, any dischargeto
groundwatercould be a violation of WAC 173-200, the Stateof Washington's
groundwaterlaw. Chemicals also can directly contaminate wetlands and surface watezs
throughrunoff following seasonal rains.

Method A Sail Cleanup Levels Affords No Protection to Natural Resources.

Even if used, MTCAMethodA Soil Cleanup I.¢vels (WAC 173-340-740) do not afford
naturalresourcesoft.he site much protection if fill con_in;ng chemicals up to the clear.-
up level runoff to area streams. For example, the Method A Cleanup Level for 1cadis
200 mg/Kg, yet the Lowest (ecological) Effects level for lead in the Guidelines for the
Protectionand Managementof Aquatic Sediments in Ontario,Canada (Persaud ¢t al.
1993) is only 31 mg/Kg. The New YorkDepartmentof Conservation(1994) classifies
sedimentscontaining 30-100 mg/Kg lead as moderatelycontaminated,requiringspecial
handlingwhen b_ing dredged.

Taking this examplea stepfurthex,if the flu contained leadup to the MTCAmaximum.
and if the leadwas in a physical-chemical formthat was biologically available, it is not
unreasonableto assumethat fish or other aquatic life in a wetland or streamreceiving
runoff fromthe flUpile will be exposedto hannfixl levels of the metal. Leachate

containing 200 mg/Kg lead is harm_! This same case can be made other chemicals,
e.g., PCBs,DDT. The point is that the CanadianandNew York Standardsfor many
chemicals are significantly lower than the MethodA Soil Cleanup Levels for those same
chemicals. All one has to do is comparethe Canadianand New YorkStandards with th,."
MethodA Soil Cleanup levels for these other chemicals. There is no scientific or
regulatoryjustification for allowing the Portof Seattle to use Method A in this context, as
ifR werecleaningupacontaminatedenvironment,ratherthandespoilingacleanone.I'
WDOE allowsthePortofSeattletousesuchcriteriathatwillnotprotectthenatural
resourcesofthesite,therecanbenoreasonableassurancethatwa_rqualitywillbe
protected.Infact,asnotedabove,actionstodatebasedonthesecriteriamayhave
alreadyallowedimportationofchemicallycontaminatedfillontothesite.

Thankyoufortheopportunitytocommentonthisimportantissue.Iam availableatyo.r
convenlcncetodiscussanyofmy commentsingreaterdetail.

Yoursverytruly,

1ohnA Strand,PhD.
PnncipalBiologist

cc: ACC
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Columbia Biolo_l/k_mmmemts
1314 Cedar Avenue

Richland, WA 993S2

(5O9) 943-4347
(509) 946-1467 (fax)

jstrand427(_aoLcom

December 19, 2000

C1mrlesIZ.F/ndley
Actin8 RegionalAdministrator
U.S.Environment_dProtectionAgency

Region X
1.200 Sixth Awnuc

Seattle,Washington98101

Subj:Your Letterto ChristopherGower ofOctober20,2000,R©gard;,,gThirdRunway
Con_xninatedFillComplaint

Dear Mr. Findlcy:

I am a scientist (Currlcu/um Vitae attached) retained by the Airport Communities
Coalition (cities of Burier_ Des Mofues, Federal Way, Normandy Park, Tukwlla and by
the l-Iighlinc School District) to assess environmental issues related to the Port of .
Seattle's proposed third runway project. I have more than 25 years experience
Ph.D.) in such maucrs and specialize in studies to assess eoolo_ca[ and human he_dth
risksfrom dischargeofcon_mina_tstosurfavcand groundv,_tcr.Inthecourseofmy
assessment, dam came to my attention suggesting rh_ the Port of Seattle (POS) was
acccptirt 8 contaminated fill Ibr use in the runway projeel. Aider analy_ing what was
known, I prepared a comment letter dated August 31, 2000, which was sent to agencies
with responsibiUry for such mauem. At the f_me time, Mr. Chris Gower, a looal resident
concernedwithprotectionofMiUor Creek apparentlysubmitteda complaintIcucrto
yourofficeconccr___i_gthefillIund_nd thatyou re_pondedtothatletteron Ootober
20,2000.

Mr. Gower kindly forwarded to me a oow of your letter that provided some initial
reaotions to _fx. Gower's ¢oncea'ns. In doing so, your loner also addressed roarers on
which I commented in my let_ to agencies dated August 31, 2000. In parlicular, your
letter addressedthe POS SoilFfll Acc_ptan_ Criteriaand itsus= aft1:mModel Toxics

ControlAct(MTCA)MeThod A SoilCleanupLevelsastheappropriatestandardto
_'.reen cat_didgte Fallmaterials for placement at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport

(STIA). In light of the initial reactions reflected in your leue_, I f_sl obliseted to respond
and ask that the U.3. Environmental ProWetion Agency (USEPA) reflect on these issues

in greater d©l_h-
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As you may already know, I have identified serious envixonmental concerns with how the
POS has approached the task of obtaining clean (uncoatamJna_d) fill material for the
propos_i Third Runway at STIK I also have a different scientific opinion than that of
the POS as to the ecological implications of contamination found bythe U.S. Army
Corps of En_nccrs (USACOE) in the sediments dredged fzom Harem Creek and placed
at STIA.

The concerns center on the fact that chemical contaminants associated with fill materials

at the fill placement site have the potential (if not the probability) to pca'colatc through
the fill pile to groundwater, ultima_ly contaminating wetlands and surface water that
may be connected to the groundwater stream. Chemicals in the fill would also have the
potential to directly contaminate wetlands and surface waters through runoff following
seasonal rains, More details for these opinions and their bases are presented in the
discussion below:.

MTCA Method A Soil Cleanup Levels are not Soil Fill Standards.

The October 20, 2000, letter reflects some misunderstanding as to the purpose of MTCA
and the MTCA Method A Soil Cleanup Levels. That lctmr (paragraph two) states "EPA
does not have authority to '=audit" the MTCA program and oversee impleanentation of
MTCA rules,includingM'rCA MethodA fll standards,whichareapplicable in this
instance." While MTCA is not within the USEPA's jurisdiction, filling of federal
jurisdiotion_ wetlands is a joint coacem of USEPA and other federal agencies. It is on
this basis that USEPA shouId be ooncemed. In any eveaxLthe referenceto MTCA
Method A fill standards is very misguided: it suggests that the USEPA thinks that MTCA
Method A is about fill standarck I assure you it is noL

The fundsmeullil purl_Y_ of lVlTCAand the MTCA Mvthod A Soil Cleanup Levels is to
clean up exisl_g contaminatvd or hazardous waste sites. The law sets reasonable
standards for the amount of toxic material that can be left in a contaminated sito. This

standardalsorecognizesthatthereisa certainlevelbelowwhichitisnotpracticalor
feasible to clean. These standards are not, nor have they ever b_n, meant to contaminate
f_ up to some predetermined level. To the best of my knowledge, the STIA
property where the fill is being placed was free of contamination prior to any fill
placement MTCA does not apply and should not be used for the purpose of screening
soils or scdim_ats for use on the STIA Third Runway Fill Project.

The third paragraph of the October 20, 2000-1eRc_ states that '_hcre are no existing
federal or state sta, dsrds for upland soil placement." To some extent, this begs the
question that even so-called uplands soil placement may result in confamination of
fei_emlly protected waters and wetlands. Further, the absence of a particular standard
doesnotexcuseadopt£ugonethatisvery_y Iocauseenvkomentalharm, Assuming
the goal is to avoid environmental degr_a,_ion, the selection by the POS of MTCA
Method A to _reen candidate fill materials makes no sense, eslx_aIly when proven
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approachessuchas USEPA's Ecological Risk AssessmentFramework(USEPA 1996) are
available.

Forexample, the October20, 2000-letter states "that the,presence of contamination does
not automatically translate into risk to the surroundingenvironment because the
contaminam maybe of very low concentration and/or bonded to the soil particles and
therefore not expected to be mobile." It also states, "other factors such as oxygen
concenm_tionandpH also affect the release of materials." I would agree that these are
all key factors to assess when determining if chemicals in soil or fill are mobilc, can be
bioacolmulated, _/ndeventually pose risk for ecological receptors in the surrounding
environment. Unfortunately,no such studies were done to addressthe above
informationalneedswith rega.nlto, for example, fill fromthe Hmnm CrockRestoration
Project site, Therewas a minimum of testing (chemical analyses), as I explain in the
next section of my letter. There also is no evidence presentedthat any independent
scientist ever attempted an assessment of chemical transportand fate, even when
chemicals werefoundin the candidate fill matea'laIS, such as the HaremCreek dredge
spoils. Clearly,a riskassessment aFproachshould have been adoptedfor the admittedly
controversialHaremCr_k fill materials.

The POS Airfield Project Soil Fill Acceptance Criteria do not Assure Fill Quality.

Amonga numberof requirements,the POS So_ Fill AcoeptannC Criteria, to which your
October20, 2000-letter refers,are supposedto precludechemical contamination.
However,they are fundamemally flawed in theirlack of a consistent and statistically
meaningful approach_ determinethe location and extent of any contamination
contained in candidateflu materials. Statisticallyrigoroussamplingapproaches exist,
e.g., _stematic gridsystem (Gilbert1982), oversampling and compositing (Skalski and
Thomas 1994) and are usedroutinely to surveysites fox buti_ waste, yet no such
approach is re,e.ommendedin the POS Soil Fill Acceptance Criteria. While such an
approachneed notbe undertakenat State-certifiedbarrowpits, they should be requiredat
all sites like the FirstAvenue Bridgeand HaremCreekwhere contaminationis knownto
occur. In light of not providingconsistent andstatist/cally meanincreUl guidance to the
POS consultants (and other factors),there is nobasis for the October20, 2000-Ietter's
assessment of the POS Soil Fill Acceptance Criteriadocument (see the next to the last
paragraphof the Ictte,r) to the effect that "this (document) was developed to insurea level
of q,mlity controlon soil deliveredon sil_."

Reviewing the varioussediment characterizationreportsor phase I or II ¢nvironmontal
assessments forlands fromwhich soils were_ acceptedby the POS indicates the
significance of this problem. As an example, let's look at the gS,000 CY of soil fromthe
FirstAvenue Bridgeaccepted by the POS from the WashingtonDepartmcmtof
Transportation(WDOT) in the SecondQuartex2000 (see lertexfrom Paul Agid,POS, to
ChungYee, WDOE, datedJuly 27, 2000). It turnsout that initially only five samples
wereanalyzed for petroleumcontamination andpotentiallytoxic metals (so_ letter from
Tom Madden,WDOT, to BeThClark,POS EnvironmentalSection, dated Nov.29, 1999).
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Significantly,ore of those samples revealed total petroleumhydrocarbons (TPH)
exceedingthe MethodA Soil CleanupLevel of 200 mg/Kg (actual value was 870
mg/Kg). The consultantthen collected only threeadditionalsampl¢_to delineate the
apparenthotspot. These samples also contained TPHin _xcossof the Method A
Standard_butnoothersampleswerecollcoted.Eventhoughthehotspotwasnottully
delincatccl,thevastmajorityofthosoilwasacceptedandIzansfecmdtothePOS. Some
(an umpccified amount) was sct aside for futuretesting. Eighty-five thousand cubic
yards(85,000 CY), then, wereaccepted onthe basis of only four samples. In this case,
the consultantsareremiss for not fully delineatingthe hotspot found in the initial round
of sampling. Because they did not follow a systematicsampling approach and collected
so few samples,they also could not guaranteethatotherhotspotsdidn't exist and go
undetected.

The POSalso accepted 80,000 CY of sediments removed fromHarem Creek on the basis
of only two samples(see letterfrom ElizabgthClark,POS, to Roger Nye, WDOE, dated
Feb.4, 2000). Four samples wereactuallycollected but composited down to two
samplespriorto chemical analyses. In a Memorandumto Paul AgJd,POS, from Beth
Doan, USACOR, datod March 24, 1999, a caveat is included that =indicates the samples

werecomposited over large areas and depths, and that there is a potential for hotspots to
go undetected." Although the POg's Mr. Agidhas sin_ writmn to the WDOE
downplayingcontain/nation concerns, this communication from USACOE. "purveyor"of
the Harem Creek fail warning of"hotspots", raises the question of how quality control
(¢nviromnental safety) of the soil deliveredon site can bc assured if scimatifioaily
mprvsemativesampleswere not tested7 In the case of the Harem Crock dredgespoils
fromaknowncontaminatedsite,how cananyoneassurethequalityofg0,000CY onthe
basisofonlytwocompositcd,fourtotal,samples?

Some StockpiledFillisChemicallyContaminated

TheclaimonthesecondpageoftheOctobor20,2000-1crier(paragraphone)thateven
though"someofthefill(HaremCreeksediments)wasfoundtoexceedPugotSound
Drc<IgedDisposalAnalysts(PSDDA)someninglevelsforthingssuchasPCBs andDDT,
this is not relevant" is scientifically unsupportable.To the contrary,demonstratingthat
PCBs and DDT occurred in I4amm Creek se_imerltsat 160 and I4 ug/Kg, respectively,
is, indcod,relevant to assessing the potentialecological risks associated with the use of
Harem Creekse_limcntsat STIA. These resultsare partio,,lady relevant since thc_reis
considerable uncertaintyas to the actual q-atrtitics of PCBs, DDT, and otherchemicals
contained in the Harem Creek sediments. So very little of the cand/datc dredgedmat_al
for placement at STIA was analyzed (only four sampIes were analyz_ by the USACOE
from 80,000 CY dredged from Harem Creek),and no follow-up study was undertaken to
dctcrm/n¢the mobility and bioavaflabih'tyof PCBs and DDT known to contaminate ttm¢
materials. An additionaI 10,000 CY of candidat, fill material from Harem Creekw_
not evemanalyzedby the USACOE. Presumably,these sediments were included in the
80,000 CY tmnsfon_ to the POS from the USACOE in 1999.
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In the Dean Memorandum, which I referred to earlier, it is _ probative of anything that
Boeing (1990) also tested the Harem Creek sediments but didn't detect either PCBs or
DDT, It seems that, in spite of the fact that the two sets of analyses produced
significantly different results, the POS still accepted these materials for use in their third
runwayembankment. At minimum, the disparity in results should haw triggered
additional sampling to determine which results were eorteot

While the POS states that they used theresultsof boththe Boeing and USACOE studies
to certify the Harem Creek sediments (see letter from Paul Agid, POS, to Ray Hellwig,
WDOE, dated Sept. 15, 2000), the POS apl_ars to have relied more on the Boeing data.
This despite the Boeing study being completed in1990, and being tmdcrtakmafor a
purpose other than screening candidate fill materials for the Third Runway at STIA. The
Boeing study was designed and conducted as'a Phase II Environmetaal Assessment in
anticipation era property transfer. In ray opinion, tim Boeing study is sig_ifioantly out of
date and only increases theuncertainty with which thechemical content of theHarem
Creek fill materials can be viewed. Concentrationsof chemicals in wetland sediments at
the Harem CreekRestoration Project site could have increased appreciablyin l0 years,
am;bumble to transport and deposition by both tidal outreats and annual flooding of the
Duwamish River. Concentrations of chemicals in upland deposited (dredged) sediments
at the bIamm Creek Restoration Project site also could have increased over this time
period due to unauthorizxxI dumping and runoff from West Marginal Way.

Thereareother problems in usingtheremits oftheBoeingstudytocertifythet-Iamm
Creek sediments. The Ioeations sampled by BoeinE in their 1990 survey are not the same
as the locations sampled by the USACOE in 1997. The detection limits for most
chemicals analyzx_lby Bod.ng's chemists in 1990 were also higher than the detection
limits for the chemicals analyzedby the USACOE che,ni_ts in 1997 (see letter fromPaul
Agid to Ray Heliwig, WDOE, dated Sept. 15, 2000). As well, the method of eomposidng
sediment samples employed in the Boeing study could have diluted contaminated
sediments with clean sediment, so that con=entrationsof chemicals in eomposited
samples, those chemically analyzed, fell below applicable chemical demotionlimits.
Any one, two, or all three e.xplanations, might account for Boeing's failure to detect
PCBs and DDT in I-l_ammCreek sediments, which is the key difference b_coen ttto
Boeing and USACOE studios,and which increases tim unoermimyassociated with the
Boeingremflts.

In my opinion, the two studies do not complement each other, and beg the question, why
wasn't a third, independent, sediment surveyundertaken. Actually, neither study is
competent to determinethe quantifiesof chemicalresidues in Harem Creeksediments
because neither studywas undertakenfor the expressed purposeof soreeniugsediments
forthe Third Runway. And for the above reasons, if we were to relyon only one study,it
would not be the Boeing study.
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Thankyoufortheopportunitytocommentonthisimportantissue.Becausethe
USEPA'sOctober20,20O0-1etlerwillundoubtedlybecitedbysomea_indicatingthat

thePOS'sacceptanceofflUhasa"cleanbillofhealth"itisimportantthattheUSEPA
takethetimetoconsiderthematteringreaterdepth.Therefore,Iwouldappreciatethe
opportunitytomcctwithyouandyourstafftodiscusstheissuefurther.

Yoursverytruly,

U
JohnA.strand,Ph.D.
Principal Biologist

Attachment Curriculum Vitae

co: NancyBrennan-Dubbs
PeterEglick
Jonathan Freedman

Ralph Graves
Ray Hellwig
GaryJack._
Anne Konny
De.Ann Kirkpatrick
KimberlyLoekhard
KittyNelson
Tom Sib1¢y
Gall .Tcrzi
GordonWhite
OrcgWingard
film
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Columbia Biological Assessments
1314 Cedar Avenue

Richland, WA 99352
(509) 943-4347

(509) 946-1467 (fax)
jstrand427@aol.com

February l6,2001

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Regulatory Branch
Post Office Box 3755

Seattle, Washington 98124-2255
ATTN: Jonathan Freedman, Project Manager

Washington State Department of Ecology
Shorelands and Environmental Assistance Program
3180-160 tbAvenue Southeast

Bellevue, Washington 98008-5452
ATTN: Ann Kenny, Environmental Specialist

Subj: Determining Whether the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACOE) Has a
Scientifically Adequate Basis to Issue a Permit, Under the Clean Water Act (CWA)
Section 404, for the Port of Seattle's (Ports) Project Proposed in the Second Revised
Public Notice No. 1996-4-02325.

Dear Mr. Freedman and Ms. Kenny:

On behalf of the Airport Communities Coalition (ACC), I have undertaken a review and
evaluation of pertinent and readily available literature in an effort to answer the subject
question. It is the USACOE's responsibility under the CWA to assure the public that the
Port's proposed project will not harm the wetlands, surface waters, and fishery resources
inhabiting the project site The latter includes concern for chinook salmon, a federally
threatened species in Puget Sound, known to frequem the estuarine reaches of streams
that are affected by the Port's project In undertaking this effort, I have relied on my
relevant education, specialized training and professional skills acquired over a 25-year
career (post Ph.D.) as a fisheries biologist (see attached Curriculum Vitae).

I am concerned that the Port's declared future construction and operation will harm area
fish and fish habitat in the proposed project area. There also is evidence that the Port's
current operations already impact the fishery resources in project streams. Although
disturbed, the project streams (Miller Creek, Walker Creek, Des Moines Creek) still
support a diverse and abundant fish fauna and are worthy of protection. Both coho and
chum salmon are known to spawn and rear in the Miller Creek, Walker Creek, and Des
Moines Creek Watersheds (Hillman et al. 1999). Chinook salmon frequent the outfails
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of Miller and Des Moines Creeks in Puget Sound during their outmigration (Paramctrix
2000a). Both watersheds are also exploited by resident cutthroat trout (Parametrix
2000a); Miller Creek may include an anadromous race of cutthroat trout. Warm water
fish species including yellow perch, black crappie, large mouth bass, and pumpkinseed
sunfish have been found in the upper reaches of both watersheds (Parametrix 2000a).
Prickly sculpin, three-spined stickleback, and crayfish also occur throughout each
watershed (Parametrix 2000a).

I approached this evaluation by first assessing the effects on fish and fish habitat of the
proposed relocation of Miller Creek and associated instream enhancements. I next
addressed the concern that fill already stockpiled at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport
(STIA) to build a third runway is chemically contaminated and poses a risk for area
streams, wetlands, and aquifers. Additionally, I determined whether water quality in
surface waters near STIA is being degraded by stormwater runoff from the Port's
ongoing operations at STIA. I addressed both historical and presem conditions. I also
looked at the Port's preferred alternative to augment flow in Des Moines Creek using
Seattle Public Utility (SPU) water. I next looked at whether or not conditions in the
receiving waters might improve following the subsequent installation and operation of
proposed stormwater detention facilities downstream of the STIA. In a related
assessmem, I addressed possible low stream flows in summer and their associated
impacts. Finally, I determined if the Port has addressed the potential cumulative impacts
of the proposed construction projects.

My opinions in this matter are based primarily on reviewing the many assessmems of
impact prepared by the Port in support of their Section 404 Clean Water Act Permit
Application. I evaluated each assessment by answering three questions: 1) did the Port or
their consultant present the most appropriate information, 2) was the information
complete and credible, and 3) was the information properly analyzed and interpreted? I
also reviewed and included applicable citations from the scientific literature when the
need arose. My conclusions and the detailed evaluations on which they are based can be
found in the succeeding sections:

Conclusions

In my opinion, for the following reasons, the Port has not provided sufficient information
to enable the USACOE to conclude, on a scientifically defensible basis, that current

operation and declared future construction and operation will not harm area wetlands,
streams, and fisheries resources in the project area.

• All impacts on fish and fish habitat from the proposed relocation of Miller Creek
have not been addressed. Notable omissions include the likely impacts of

elevated temperatures and lowered dissolved oxygen (DO) concentrations that
will occur following construction because of insufficient shading and the failure
to achieve design minimum flow depths in the stream channel during summer low
flow conditions. This would likely displace fish to other reaches of Miller Creek
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and lead to fish stranding and mortality. The addition of spawning gravels
without providing interstitial fine materials (sand and silt) could intermittently
eliminate surface flow during summer low flow conditions, also increasing the
likelihood of fish stranding and mortality. The rerouted Miller Creek could be
vulnerable to additional dewatering due to its location over peat on the former
Vacca Farm.

• The Port's Soil Acceptance Criteria remain seriously flawed and do not preclude
the acceptance of chemically contaminated fill. There is evidence that fill, e.g.,
Hamm Creek Restoration Project sediments, already stockpiled at STIA, contains
residual chemicals (PCBs, and DDT) that have the potential to percolate through
the fill pile to groundwater, ultimately contaminating area wetlands and streams.
Model Toxics Control Act (MTCA) Soil Cleanup Levels are not appropriately
used as the criteria to screen soil for use in building the third runway.

• Violations of toxic substances (water quality) criteria in Miller Creek and Des
Moines Creek, particularly for copper and zinc, occur as a result of stormwater
discharged at STIA, and will continue, and potentially worsen as a result of the
Port's proposed project. These violations occurred historically and occur
currently. While the distances downstream in each stream where impacts still
occur are not known, protection of resident and anadromous fish species,
including federally threatened Chinook, known to occur at the mouths of project
streams, require that the Port conduct transport, fate, and effects modeling of
metals and other chemicals in their stormwater. This should be required before a
decision on the Port's proposed project is made. The Port must also address the
need for additional waste treatment beyond what has been proposed.

• The potential effects of de-icers in stormwater discharged to area surface waters
cannot reasonably be quantified and assessed without collecting additional
information and conducting toxicity tests during de-icing events. The data
available to date and the scope of the proposed third runway project suggest that
such effects will be harmful and have not been adequately addressed by the Port

• The proposed modification for the Port's National Pollution Discharge
Elimination System Waste Discharge Permit does little to safeguard fish and other
aquatic life in Miller Creek and Des Moines Creek, as each receives significant
volumes of stormwater from the STIA. There is no requirement to sample
stormwater above and below each outfall, nor is there a requirement to model the
transport and fate of key chemicals contained in stormwater. By continuing to
report the concentrations of chemicals and conventionals at each outfall prior to
their discharge, the Port can maintain their claim that stormwater from STIA is no
worst than what occurs in other urban areas, and has no effect on the aquatic life
in Miller and Des Moines Creeks. The Port persists in this view without regard to
whether or not their discharges, including those from the proposed third runway
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project, are degradingand will continue to degradethe waterquality of project
streams.

• The Port has offeredseveraldifferent flow augmentationplans for Des Moines
Creek but has indicatedthat use of SeattlePublic Utility (SPU) water is the
preferredalternative. While the Port has decided to dechlorinate SPU waterusing
sodium sulfate, the Port has neither assessed the efficacy of this treatment method
nor the fate of chlorinated by-products that will surely formin Des Moines Creek
if SPU water is used for augmentation. The Port's assertion that removal of
chlorine is the only treatment required has not changed and remains inaccurate.
Fluoride residual also found in SPU water can have both lethal and sublethal

effects on fish and other aquatic life and may not be easily reduced to harmless
levels employing currentwaste treatment technology. The Port should be
required to model the transport, fate, and potential effects of chlorine residuals
and fluoride over the greater length of Des Moines Creek including its outfall to
Puget Sound..Only then can the Port provide reasonable assurance that the use of
SPU water will not harm fish and other aquatic life inhabiting Des Moines Creek,
including chinook salmon, a federally listed species, that occurs at the creek
mouth duringoutmigration.

• New stormwater discharges on Miller Creek are not evaluated for their potential
to cause increased local scouring that would diminish the quality of habitatfor
fish and other aquatic species. There also is no specific assessment of potential
impacts on fish or fish habitat from either the construction or the operation of the
proposed stormwaterretention facilities.

• Flow reductions in project streams as a result of proposed airport construction and
operation have not been established with any degree of certainty. Simulations
conducted by the Port may underestimate summer low flow impacts and
overestimate the contributions of proposed mitigation and natural mitigating
factors. If flow in either project stream falls below 1.0 cfs, depth and wetted area
will be reduced, resulting in increased temperatures and lowered DO tensions.
Fish movement could be limited and conceivably lead to fish stranding and
mortality of larger fish. While we don't know if these impacts will occur, neither
does the Port because of flawed simulation modeling. The Port must review and
revise their analyses as necessary, decreasing the uncertainty with which their
results are presentlyviewed.

• Each of the proposed construction projects, as presently described and assessed,
stand alone and are not evaluated for their overall (cumulative impact) on the
aquatic resources of Miller Creek and Des Moines Creek. Aquatic ecological risk
assessment could be used to characterize the cumulative risks from exposure of
fish and other aquatic life to multiple chemicals and altered water quality factors.
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The detailedevaluationson which the above conclusionsare basedare foundin the
following sections.

Miller Creek Relocation and Associated Instream Enhancements Do Not Protect
Fishery Resources

The impactson fish habitatof relocating Miller Creekarenoteven addressedby the Port.
Clearly,relocationof Miller Creek will result in nearly total eliminationof the fish and
invertebratecommunitiespresentlyfound in the 980-feet of Miller Creekto be filled
accommodatingthe embankmentof the runway. ThePort is remiss for not addressing
the magnitudeof this impact and instead,would ratherdazzle us with their suggestion
that the relocatedMiller Creek,complete with new riffles, pools, andreplacementof
woody debris,will providea net gainin fish habitat. It could be years before the
relocatedcreek will attainthe level of productionachieved presently,assumingthat the
Port knows what level of fish productionpresentlyoccurs. Unfortunately,neitherthe
Port norits consultantshave recentlyundertakena quantitativefishery surveyin Miller
Creek.

As describedin the NaturalResourceMitigationPlan (NRMP)(Parametrix1999) and the
JointAquatic ResourcesPermitApplication(JARPA)(Parametrix2000b), the physical
design (streamgradient,channeldepth,size of gravel,placementof large woody debris,
etc.) of the 980-foot Miller CreekRelocationProjectis based on habitatrequirementsfor
cutthroattrout. Theplannedfeatures include:shadingwith nativeplants to minimize
temperatureincreasesduringthe summer;highervelocity riffles to maintain oxygen
levels and reducesedimentation; and the placement of logs, rocks,and other structuresto
providerefuge.

While the proposeddesign appearsto incorporatehabitatrequirementsof cutthroattrout,
the descriptionsof the projectfound in both the NRMP(Parametrix1999) andthe
JARPA(Parametrix 2000b) do not include scientific citations (references) in supportof
the proposeddesignstandards.Also, no scientific data or calculations are providedto
assure the scientific reviewerthat the proposeddesign does, in fact, meet requirements
for cutthroattrout, yet the scientific literatureis repletewith this information(Moore and
Gregory 1988; Heggenes et al. 1991; Hall et al. 1997;Rosenfeld et al. 2000). In
evaluatingthe proposedprojectdesign, I am left with the impressionthatI shouldsimply
"trust them to do the right thing." I must ask whose (which scientist's) fish habitat
design standardsarewe using? This design was based on someone's studies, done
where7 Hasthis particulardesign been used elsewhere? Did it work? Whatwere the
shortcomings? How was this designchangedto accommodate local features?

Clearly, there are elements of the proposed design that are suspect. Forexample,
ifParametriximplementsthe designfor relocatingMiller Creekas presentlyconceived,
summerwatertemperaturesin the relocatedreachwill likely exceed the preferred
summermaximums for cutthroat(Hall et al. 1997) and other species for severalyears
following construction,and perhapslonger. Oxygenconcentrationsalso will likely be
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depressed. Inmy opinion, it will take at least threeto five years,perhapslonger, for
riparianvegetationto growtall enough to provideany meaningfulshading (canopy) in
this reach of Miller Creek, even if the introducednative shrubsandtrees all survive and
achieve averagegrowth each season. As a result, cutthroatand other aquatic life will
likely be displacedto other reaches of the stream where temperatureand oxygen meet
their preferencesor tolerances. This conditioncould exist each summerfor a few years
or for a longer periodof time, until the riparianvegetation grows tall enough to establish
a functionalstream canopy.

There also will likely be a problem achieving the performance standardof a minimum
flow depthof 0.25 feet for the stream channelduring0.5-cfs summer low flow conditions
(see page 5-4 of theNRMP [Parametrix 1999]). Mr. William Rozeboom of Northwest
Hydraulic Consultants,Seattle,Washington(personalcommunication,November 2000),
indicatesthat theNRMP documentsdo not include hydrauliccalculations to determine
whether or notthe proposed low-flow channelwould maintainthe statedgoal of a
minimum0.25 feet in depth at a 0.5-cfs flow rate. In the absence of such data,Mr.
Rozeboom performed his own analyses of hydrauliccharacteristicspresentedon pages 5-
7 and 5-9 of the NRMP (Parametrix 1999) for the proposed 6-inch deep low-flow
channel,assuminga Manning"n'"roughnessvalue of 0.035, an averagebed slope of
0.22%,and bed and top widthsof 6 feet and 8 feet, respectively. Mr. Rozeboom
determinedthatthese hydraulicdata presentedin theNRMP would indicate a normal
flow of about0.15 feet for a flow of 0.5 efs. He also determinedthat if pool and riffle
conditionsdevelopedin the proposedchannelgeometry, the critical-flow depth of flow in
6-footwide riffle sections (such as over the 6-foot wide notches in the weir logs) would
be about0.06 feet.

Mr. Rozeboomidentified anotherfeatureof the proposed constructionthatcould causse
even lower depths of summer-periodflow and a risk of the stream going dry through
portionsof the reconstructedreach. This riskcomes fromthe proposalto shape a 6-inch
deep low-flow channelon a 32-foot wide, two-foot thick "bed" of spawninggravels,
which is to overlaya geotextile fabricthat isolates the gravel from the underlyingnative
soils. The spawninggravels are to consist of pebbles ranging from about0.2 inches in
diameterto 1.5 inches in diameter (see page 42 of Revised ImplementationAddendum,
NRMP [Parametrix,2000c]). In Mr. Rozeboom's opinion,without interstitialfine
materials(sand and silt), these gravels will have a high porosity and a correspondingly
high capacityto convey (allow) subsurfaceflow. Itwas Mr. Rozeboom's opinionthat
this high subsurfaceflow capacity is likely to reduce, and might intermittentlyeliminate,
surface flow through the relocated and reconstructed reach.

Mr. Rozeboom's findings indicate that the 0.5-foot minimum flow depth will not be
maintained under summer low-flow conditions. Failure to achieve the design minimum

flow depth supports my opinion that summer water temperatures in the stream could
exceed preferred summer maximums for cutthroat trout (Hall et at. 1997) and other
aquatic species. A reduction in depth to 0.15 feet in the relocated main channel and 0.06
feet in riffles could also limit movement of all but the smallest fish throughout the
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relocated reach and conceivably lead to stranding and mortality of larger rise Use of
spawning gravels without interstitial fine materials (sand and silt) to prevent subsurface
flow could increase the potential for thermal stress and stranding.

Dyanne Sheldon of Sheldon & Associates, Inc., Seattle Washington (also working on
behalf of ACC and submitting comments) suggests that the rerouted Miller Creek will be
vulnerable to additional dewatering because the relocated stream bed will be located over
peat on the former Vacca Farm. Ms. Sheldon indicates that this is the reason Parametrix
proposed a geotextile liner. Peat does not allow for the creation of a stream channel with
gravel substrates. If a liner wasn't used, the water would simply disappear into the peat
until the peat became saturated, at which time, a pond would be formed.

Ms. Sheldon goes on to say that where this designwas used previously (North Creek) to
create a stream channel and floodplain wetlands, again over peat, "'the weight of gravel,
rocks, woody debris, plus the water on a fabric liner caused the peats in the floodplain
wetland to rebound to approximately 18 inches higher in elevation than it was designed."
She also says that the geotextile fabric will leak where cables attached to large woody
debris pierce the fabric and are anchored to the substrate. If Ms. Sheldon is right, there is
no reason to think that the proposed mitigation project will be successful.

The proposedinstrcamenhancementprojects,ofwhichtherearcfour,arelocatedsouth
oftheformerVaccaFarm onMillerCreekandincluderemovingman-made structtm_s
(weirs,footbridges,driveways,riprap,andoldtires),restoringthenaturalflowofthe
stream,andintroducinglargewoody debristothenew streamchannel.

Forthemostpart,thePort'sproposaltoremoveman-made structures(weirs,footbridges,
driveways,riprap,andoldtires)isappropriateforimprovingfishhabitatinMillerCreek.
Atissue,however,iswhetherornottheoverallprojectand,inparticular,whatis
installedinlieuofman-made structurestostabilizethebankwillbea netenhancement

and,willremainduringstormevents.Accordingtothe1999NRMP (page5-63),the
existingconditionofthemitigationsiteischaracterizedbyriparianvegetationthat
consistsprimarilyoflawnsandsometrees,which"doesnotprovideshade,bank
stabilization,orhabitatcomplexity."Underexistingconditions,thebanksarcstabilized

by introduced measures including tire riprap that is proposed for removal as an instrcam
enhancement project. Since the existing riparian vegetation is incapable of providing
bank stabilization, it follows that removal of the existing bank protection works will
cause an increase in bank erosion and stream sediment for whatever period it takes for
stabilizing riparian vegetation to develop. The local turbulence caused by the proposed
introduction of large woody debris to the channel will likely cause additional bank
erosion and stream sediment loading during the period it takes for the stream channel to
reach a new equilibrium.

The NRMP (Parametrix1999)recognizestheneedtoimplementerosioncontrol
measurestostabilizeerodingbanksbutdoesnotidentifywhichspecificmeasureswould

bcemployed,norexaminewhetherornotthemeasureswouldbeeffective.Table5.2-6
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(pg 5-64) referenced by the plan on page 5-71 does not provide proposed mitigation
projects and appears to be cited in error.

In my opinion, what this means is that fish will try to make a living in a less fish-friendly
environment, at least in the short-term. Miller Creek, as a result of storm-induced

changes, will not likely meet cutthroat requirements (Hall et al. 1997). This could go on
for years until the stream stabilizes and establishes a more or less permanent meander.
As a consequence, it is likely that follow-up restoration will be required and that the
stream will have to be monitored rbutinely.

Third Runway Fill Stockpile Contains Potentially Harmful Chemicals that Could
Impact Wetlands, Surface Waters, and Fishery Resources at the Project Site

I have found nothing in my reading oftbe new Section 404 application materials that
suggests the Port has adopted new and improved Soil Fill Acceptance Criteria. My
concern is that chemical contaminants associated with fill materials at the fill placement

site have the potential (if not the probability) to percolate through the fill pile to
groundwater, ultimately contaminating wetlands and surface water that may be
connected to the groundwater stream (see letters to Tom Luster, Washington Department
of Ecology (WDOE), on August 31, 2000, and to Charles Findley, U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (USEPA), on December 19, 2000). Chemicals in the fill would also
have the potential to directly contaminate wetlands and surface waters through runoff
following seasonal rains.

At issue is the appropriateness of the Port's Soil Fill Acceptance Criteria, with particular
interest in the process employed to certify that fill accepted by the Port is free of
chemical contamination. Also at issue is whether or not fill already stockpiled is
contaminated, constituting a risk for area streams, wetlands, and aquifers.

The fundamental purpose of MTCA and the MTCA Method A Soil Cleanup Levels is to
clean up existing contaminated or hazardous waste sites. The law sets reasonable
standards for the amount of toxic material that can be left in a contaminated site. This

standard also recognizes that there is a certain level below which it is not practical or
feasible to clean. These standards do not, nor have they ever, allowed the contamination

of clean property up to some predetermined level. Further, the absence of a particular
standard to screen soils for uplands placement does not excuse adopting one that is very

likely to cause environmental harm. To the best of my knowledge, the STIA property
where the fill is being placed was free of contamination prior to any fiil placement.
MTCA does not apply and should not be used for the purpose of screening soils or
sediments for use on the STIA Third Runway Fill Project.

Among a number of requirements, the Port's Soil Fill Acceptance Criteria are supposed
to preclude chemical contamination. However, they are fundamentally flawed in their
lack of a consistent and statistically meaningful approach to determine the location and
extent of any contamination contained in candidate fill materials. Statistically rigorous
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sampling approaches exist, e.g., systematic grid system (Gilbert 1982), over sampling and
compositing (Skalski and Thomas 1984) and are used routinely to survey sites for buried
waste, yet no such approach is adopted in the Port's Soil Fill Acceptance Criteria. While
such an approach need not be undertaken at State-certified barrow pits, they should be
required at all sites like the First Avenue Bridge and Hamm Creek where contamination
is known to occur.

Reviewing the various sediment characterization reports or phase I or H environmental
assessments for lands from which soils were already accepted by the Port indicates the

significance of this problem. As an example, let's look at the 85,000 CY of soil from the
First Avenue Bridge accepted by the Port from the Washington Department of
Transportation (WDOT) in the Second Quarter 2000 (see letter from Paul Agid, Port, to
Chung Yee, WDOE, dated July 27, 2000). It turns out that initially only five samples
were analyzed for petroleum contamination and potentially toxic metals (see letter from
Tom Madden, WDOT, to Beth Clark, Port, dated Nov.29, 1999). Significantly, one of
those samples revealed total petroleum hydrocarbons (TPH) exceeding the Method A
Soil Cleanup Level of 200 mg/Kg (actual value was 870 mg/Kg). The consultant then
collected only three additional samples to delineate the apparent hotspot. These samples
also contained TPH in excess of the Method A Standard but no other samples were

collected. Even though the hot spot was not fully delineated, the vast majority of the soil
was accepted and transferred to the Port. Some (an unspecified amount) was set aside
for future testing. Eighty-five thousand cubic yards (85,000 CY), then, were accepted on
the basis of only four samples. In this case, the Port is remiss for not fully delineating the
hotspot found in the initial round of sampling. Because they did not follow a systematic
sampling approach and collected so few samples, they also could not guarantee that other
hotspots didn't exist and go undetected.

The Port also accepted 80,000 CY of sediments removed from Hamm Creek on the basis
of only two samples (see letter from Elizabeth Clark, Port, to Roger Nye, WDOE, dated
Feb. 4, 2000). Four samples were actually collected but composited down to two
samples prior to chemical analyses. In a Memorandum to Paul Agid, Port, from Beth
Doan, USACOE, dated March 24, 1999, a caveat is included that "indicates the samples
were composited over large areas and depths, and that there is a potential for hotspots to
go undetected." Although the Port's Mr. Agid has since written to the WDOE
downplaying contamination concerns, this communication from USACOE, "'purveyor" of
the Hamm Creek fill warning of"hotspots", raises the question of how quality control

• (environmental safety) of the soil delivered on site can be assured if scientifically
representative samples were not tested? In the case of the Hamm Creek dredge spoils
from a known contaminated site, how can anyone assure the quality of 80,000 CY

deposited on the airport site on the basis of only two composited, four total, samples?

In fact, it is likely that fill materials already stockpiled by Port are contaminated. The
results of analyses of Hamm Creek sediments summarized in the Memorandum from
Beth Doan to Paul Agid dated March 24,1999, show that the two composited samples
analyzed were found to contain PCBs and DDT at 160 and 14 ug/Kg, respectively.
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Sediments from the Harem Creek site also failed follow-up bioassays indicating they
were toxic to aquatic life, and could be toxic to aquatic life again, if they entered
streams on the project site with runoff. Because so very little of the candidate dredged
material for placement m STIA was analyzed (only four sampleswere analyzedby the
USACOE from 80,000 CY dredged fromHarem Creek), there is considerable uncertainty
as to the actualquantifiesof PCBs andDDT, and other chemicals contained in Hamm
Creek sediments. Efforts to betterunderstandthe mobility,bioavailability,and toxicity
of the PCBs and DDT known to contaminatethese materialsshould have been
undertaken. An additional 10,000 CY of candidate fill materialfromHamm Creekwere
not even analyzedby the USACOE. Presumably,these sedimentswere included in the
80,000 CY transferredto the Portfrom the USACOE in 1999.

While the Port states that they used the results of both USACOE (1997) and later Boeing
studies (1990) to certify the Harem Creek sediments (see letter from Paul Agid, Port of
Seattle, to Ray Hellwig, WDOE, dated Sept. 15, 2000), the Port appears to have relied
more on the decade-oldBoeing data. The Boeing study was completed in 1990 and was
undertakenfor a purpose other than screening candidate fill materials for the Third
Runwayat STIA. The Boeing study was designedand conductedas a Phase II
EnvironmentalAssessment in anticipationof a propertytransfer. In my opinion, the
Boeing studyis significantly out of dateand only increasesthe uncertaintywith which
the chemical contentof the HaremCreek fill materialscan be viewed. Concentrationsof
chemicals in wetland sedimentsatthe Hamm Creek RestorationProjectsite could have
increasedappreciablyin 10 years, attributable to transportand deposition by both tidal
currentsand annualflooding of the Duwamish River. Concentrationsof chemicals in
uplanddeposited (dredged)sedimentsat the HammCreek RestorationProject site also
could haveincreased over this time period due to unauthorizeddumping and runoff from
WestMarginalWay.

There are other problems in using the results of the Boeing studyto certify the Hamm
Creeksediments. The locations sampled by Boeing in their 1990 surveyare not the same
as the locations sampled by the USACOE in 1997. The detection limits for most
chemicals analyzedby Boeing's chemists in 1990 were also higher than the detection
limits for the chemicals analyzedby the USACOE chemists in 1997 (see letter from Paul
Agid to RayHellwig, WDOE, datedSept. 15, 2000). As well, the method of compositing
sediment samplesemployed inthe Boeing study could have dilutedcontaminated
sedimentsWithclean sediment, so thatconcentrationsof chemicals in composited
samples, thosechemicallyanalyzed,fell below applicablechemical detectionlimits.
Any one, two, or all threeexplanations,might account for Boeing's failure to detect
PCBs and DDT in HammCreek sediments, which is the key difference between the older
Boeing andmore recentUSACOE studies, and which increases the uncertainty
associatedWiththe Boeing results.

Forthe above reasons, if we were to rely on only one study,it would not be the Boeing
study. Further, in my opinion, the two studies do not complement each other, and beg the
question, why wasn't a third, independent, sediment survey undertakerr Neither existing
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studywas undertakenfor the expressed purposeof screening sediments for the Third
Runway. Clearly, such a study should have been undertaken.

Thereis evidence thatfill, e.g., Hamm CreekRestoration Projectsediments, already
stockpiled at STIA,containsresidualchemicals (PCBs, andDDT). This suggests that
otherfill materialsstockpiledby the Portcould also be contaminated. The MTCA Soil
CleanupLevels arenot appropriatelyused asthe criteriato screensoil for use in building
the thirdrunway. As a consequence,the Port's Soil AcceptanceCriteriaare seriously
flawed and do notaffordnaturalresourcesmuch protectionfrom chemicals up to the
MTCASoil CleanupLevels.

Metals Exceedenees of State of Washington Toxic Substances Criteria Will Continue
and Potentially Worsen if the Port's Proposed Project Is Approved

While there are several constituents (metals, fecal coliforms, turbidity) associated with
STIA stormwater in Millerand Des Moines Creeks that have historicallyviolated State
of Washington Water Quality (Toxic Substances) Criteria (Chapter 173-201A WAC), the
metals copper and zinc are of particular concern given their designation as toxic
substances. In both creeks, the Port has presented metals data for stations at the STIA
stormwaterouffalls, upstream of the outfalls, and downstream of the outfalls.

Data presentedby the Port(1997) indicated that concentrationsof both copper and zinc
in STIA stormwater discharges greatly exceeded applicable State/U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) Toxic Substances Criteria, in some instances by more than an
order of magnitude. For example at the stormwater outfall to Miller Creek (see 1997
report page 35), total copper concentrations ranged from 4.2-82.9 ug/L. The EPA
criterionis 4.4 ug/L. The Port's 1997 data also indicated that concentrations (4.7-14.8
ug/L) of total copper upstream of STIA were at or slightly exceeded the EPA metals
criteria. That Miller Creek was unable to assimilate the STIA discharges, however, is
confirmedby downstream sampling data showing total copper concentrations of 0.72-44
ug/L. Forzinc in Miller Creek, the values at the outfaU, upstream, and downstream were
15-525 ug/L, 37-69 ug/L, and 2.3-295 ug/L., respectively, again showing that the
influence of zinc additions at the outfall persisted downstream. The EPA criterion for
zinc is 33.7 ug/L.

The concentrations of copper and zinc downstream exceeded the applicable Toxic
Substances Criteria. The Port's 1997 Report does not provide evidence that would
support a scientifically valid conclusion that STIA does not impact Miller and Des
Moines Creeks downstream of their respective stormwater outfalls. Persistence of an
influence of stormwaterdownstream, and at the magnitudes illustrated above, also
suggests the need for treatment of the waste streams before discharge to project streams.

Data presentedby the Port in 1999 confirm that exceedences of toxic metals criteria
continue to occurat the Port's stormwater ouffalls to the creeks. In addition, the
downstream stations, where sampled, show that the influences of STIA stormwater
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discharges persist in the receiving waters. What appearsmissing in the 1999 report,
however, is any indication that the Port sampled upstream of STIA. The Port's failure to
maintain the original sampling protocol in this regard greatly diminishes the value of
their stormwater-monitoringprogram.

Unknown is how far downstream the impacts of copper and zinc occur in Miller Creek
and Des Moines Creek. Unfortunately, the Port makes no effort to model the fate of their
stormwater. Although much dependent upon the volumes of stormwater discharged, it is
my opinion that potentially harmful concentrations of copper and zinc in stormwater
could persist over the entire length of each creek, to their ouffalls. Both resident and
anadromousfish inhabiting Des Moines Creek and Miller Creek arevulnerable,
including juvenile chinook, a federally threatened species, that occurs at the mouths of
both creeks duringoutmigration.

The Port has failed to demonstrate that STIA stormwaterdoes not adversely impact the
water quality of Miller and Des Moines Creeks. The Port's own sampling data confirms
that STIA stormwater greatly contributes to exceedences of toxic metals criteria in the
receiving waters. The Port also cannot say that conditions in the project streams will not
worsen if the project is approved. The addition of new impervious area will increase the
volume of stormwaterdischarged to project streams and also increase the quantifies of
metals and otherchemicals contained in stormwater that is discharged to project streams.
While flow mitigation as proposed by the Port will decrease the effects of sediments and
sediment bound metals and other chemicals, flow mitigation will do less to decrease the
concentrations of metals and other chemicals that are already in solution; that have
already partitioned to the aqueous phase. The Port's reminder on page 22 of their 1999
report that the WaterQuality Standards (Toxic Substances Criteria) apply to receiving
waters and not the discharges fromtheir ouffalls also is of little consequence if the Port
fails to present data from both above and below their outfaUs,over the greater length of
each stream.

More recently(1999), Cosmopolitan EngineeringGroup(Cosmopolitan) reportedthe
results of metals analyses at the Port's STIA ouffalls (see Table 15, page 6-2). They
indicated that the only metal to exceed historical highs was lead at 0.010 ug/L but this
concentration did not exceed the receiving WaterQuality(Toxic Substances)Criteriafor
lead of 0.032 mg/L (calculated at 56 mg/L total hardness). While the information on lead
is not particularly important, to not include a parallel interpretation of the copper and
zinc levels also reported in Table 15; that is, comparisonsof copper and zinc levels to
applicable waterquality (toxic substances) criteria, is a serious breech of scientific ethics.
If the authors did, they would have had to agree that many of the copper and zinc values
did exceed their applicable water quality (toxic substances)criteria, e.g. the copper and
zinc values _oroutfaU SDN3 adjusted for 33.5 mg/L hardness (Feb-99); the copper and
zincvalues for ouffall SDN4 adjusted for 34.2 mg/L hardness (Dec-98). The point is
however,despite the Port's caveat that they should not be held to the applicable Water
Quality (Toxic Substances) Criteria in their pipes (at their ouffalls), it is intuitive that as
the water runs offto the creeks from STIA's ouffalls, that for some unspecified but
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substantialdistancedownstreamof these outfalls, the concentrations of metals will
exceed applicableToxic SubstancesCriteria.

There is Still Insufficient Information to Say That De-Icers Pose No Risk to Surface
Waters as a Result of Their Use at STIA

Activities associatedwith implementingthe MasterPlan Update Improvements,if
approved,will include adding new impervioussurfacesincluding a third runway,new
taxiwaysand new aircraftparkingarea. This actionto enlarge the airport, in my opinion,
will resultin greateruse of de-icerswith the potential for increasedrunoffof de-icer and
anti-icerresidues to project streams. De-icers (glycols, acetates) andtheir additives
(sodiumnitrite, sodiumbenzoate, borax,highmolecular weight polymers, polyamines,
tfiazoles) (Lokke 1984; MacDonald et al. 1992; Hartwell et al. 1995) are toxic to aquatic
life at relativelylow concentrations (1.8-8.7 mg/L) (Hartwellet al. 1995). De-icers, as
they degrade,also increase biological oxygen demand (BOD) decreasingDO tensions.

Cosmopolitan(1999), duringthe winterof 1998-1999, studied the potential effects of de-
icers (sodium or potassium acetate) on DO in downstream detention ponds (LakeReba
andNorthwestPonds)on Miller Creekand Des Moines Creek,respectively, after two
runwaydeicer events (Dec 19-24, 1998; Feb 8-9, 1999) at STIA. Cosmopolitan's work
was stimulatedby earlier Portresults (1999) that found high BOD in water samples from
five stormwateroutfalls (SDE4, SDS3, SDN1, SDN3, and SDN4 at STIA), which was
attributedto acetate-basedrunwaydeicing chemical.

Cosmopolitan determinedthat trends in DO fluctuatedwidely over the courseof the
studybut generallyfollowed trends in rainfall. Duringdryperiods, DO decreased to
below saturation. Conversely, DO increasedduringperiods of rainfall. De-icing
chemicals were also found to pass rapidlythroughboth Miller Creek and Des Moines
Creekafterrainfall and runoffbegan following deicing events. Cosmopolitan concluded
that DO was not reduced in either MillerCreekor Des Moines Creek as a result of de-
icingevents.

Inmy opinion, Cosmopolitan (1999) cannotsay unequivocallythat the sag in DO, which
follows each de-icing event by two weeks, is notdue at least in partto the breakdownof
de-icerin NorthwestPonds and LakeReba. Whatthe data in Figures4 and 5 (pages 4-
19,4-20) indicate is that duringdryperiods, the BOD increases in response to bacterial
decayof organicmaterialsthat haveaccumulatedin the sediments of these water bodies
duringpast runoffevents. This we should expect. Thenwhen it rains,DO in these water
bodies increasesdue to aerationduringrunoff. One cannot separate the effects of the de-
icer fromother organic materials that enterthe pondsas runoff, that also will eventually
degradeand decay, increasingBOD, and decreasingDO concentrations. Despite
Cosmopolitan'sconclusionto the contrary,there is evidence of an impact (depression)
on DO in Des Moines Creekat the Golf CourseWeir following the Feb 8-9, 1999 deicing
event (see Figure4, page 4-19).
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Further, de-icer does not pass through the system as quickly as Cosmopolitan suggests.
The de-icer material as acetate will become associated (adhere to) soil and sediment

particles as it runs off. As it enters the Northwest Ponds and Lake Reba, some or most of
it will settle out to the bottom where the organic fraction will degrade and decay.
Because it is winter and temperatures are relatively low, bacterial decay will be slow,
which suggests that the two-week time lag before the oxygen sag was observed may not
be unrealistic.

That sodium or potassium acetate entering the system as runoff is not the only material
that can increase conductivity is also not convincing. Cosmopolitan's assertion that
conductivity is a good tracer for de-icer chemicals requires further support. The metals
Cu, Pb, and Zn, all common to stormwater, also could contribute to higher conductivity.
Clearly, metals dynamics as well as the dynamics of de-icers are one and the same with
the dynamics that stormwater exhibits.

I agree that rainfall does affect DO concentrations in the Northwest Ponds and in Lake
Reba but this does not explain all the variation that is observed in the 1998-1999 data.
To determine whether or not de-icing chemicals impact the system (depress DO) would
require a better understanding of all the factors affecting DO in the system. Additional
events will need to be followed and more data will need to be collected preceding
deicing events. Cosmopolitan followed only two deicing events in the Winter 1998-
1999. While Cosmopolitan (2000) also studied the potential effects of de-icers on DO
concentrations during the Winter 1999-2000, too little deicer entered Northwest Ponds
and Lake Reba to contribute much to our understanding of the problem.

Technically speaking, the Port has only begun to address the issues of de-icers. They
have not addressed toxicity in any meaningful way, particularly with regard to the
additives found in commercially available deicing chemicals. In the absence of toxicity
testing during de-icing events, they have not provided information sufficient to eliminate
the likelihood de-icers are a substantial detriment to surface water quality as a result of
their use at STIA, and would be greater detriment if the third runway were built.

The Port's Proposed Modification to the National Pollution Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) Waste Discharge Permit Still Does Not Safeguard Fish and Other
Aquatic Life in Project Area

The proposed NPDES Permit modification still does little to safeguard fish and other
aquatic life in Miller Creek or Des Moines Creek, as each receives significant volumes of
stormwater from the STIA. Any CWA Section 404 and 401 approvals, which assume
that this permit will protect the waters and aquatic resources of project streams, would be
flawed. The proposed permit modification changes very little when compared with the
existing permit, yet the volume of stormwater will increase, as will the quantities of
metals and other chemicals entering the project streams increase, if the Port's project is
built.
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There is no requirement in the permit to sample stormwater above and below each
ouffall, nor is there a requirement to model the transport and fate of key chemicals
contained in stormwater in each watershed. By continuing to report the concentrations of
chemicals and conventionals at each outfall prior to their discharge, the Port can
maintain their claim that stormwater from STIA is no worst than what occurs in other

urban areas, and that it has no effect on the aquatic life in Miller and Des Moines Creeks.

Des Moines Creek Flow Augmentation Preliminary Design Using SPU Water Still
Leaves Too Many Unanswered Questions

While the Port has decided to employ sodium sulfite tablets to dechlorinate SPU water
(Kermedy/Jenks 2000); that is, if they implement their preferred alternative, the Port has
not presented any data on the efficacy of this treatment approach. With most
dechlorination alternatives, there is residual free chlorine that can react with natural
humic materials in the receiving waters to form a variety of chlorination by-products. In
other words, most dechlorination systems are not 100 percent effective. As I stated in my
initial reviews of the Port's plans forwarded to Tom Luster, WDOE, on August 21, 2000,
and September 5, 2000, even with dechlorination, there is still a need to access (model)
the fate, transport, and potential bioeffects of chlorine and chlorinated by-products with
each treatment alternative the Port considers, because chlorine and chlorinated by-
products are toxic to fish and other aquatic life at very low levels, i.e., 3-6 ug/L. Only in
this way will the public be assured that the trout and salmon in Des Moines Creek will be
protected.

The Port's assertion that removal of chlorine is the only treatment required has not
changed and remains inaccurate. As I said in my earlier letters to Tom Luster at WDOE,
fluoride is also found in SPU water at 1.0 mg/L, which is above the lethal or sublethal
toxicity limits for many aquatic species. For example, using data from Angelovic et al.
(1961) and Pimental and Bulkley (1983), the LCs0 (lethal concentration for 50% of the
test population) for rainbow trout exposed to sodium fluoride at a hardness of 12 mg/L
(typical hardness of Des Moines Creek in wet season) was estimated to be 0.2 mg/L
(Foulkes and Anderson 1994). Fluoride was also found to mask olfaction and adversely
affect migration in salmonids (chinook and coho salmon) at concentrations < 1.0 mg/L
(Damkaer and Dey 1989).

Fluoride also may not be reduced to harmless levels employing current waste treatment
technology. Principal fluoride removal methods are precipitation by lime, absorption on
activated alumina, or removal by an ion exchange process, all of which are expensive,
and may not remove fluoride below 1-2 mg/L level (Liu et al. 1997). This level of
efficacy, as determined in my previous assessment, will not be fully protective of fish and
other aquatic life.

While the Port has acknowledged that there could be differences in temperature between
SPU water and Des Moines Creek water, it only proposes to address the potential effects
of different temperatures after flow augmentation begins. The Port's plan "includes
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monitoringand testing duringthe firstyear of operation to determinethe effects of
various temperaturesettingson downstream temperatures, and determiningoptimal
augmentation rates to achieve desiredresults." Clearly, if it proceeds as it says, there
could be serious impact (thermalshock to fish and other aquatic life) in Des Moines
Creek duringthe first year of augmentation. The alkalinity and pH will be lower in
drinkingwaterwhen compared with Des Moines Creek and also may have to be adjusted
upwardto avoid osmotic shock.

The unknown is the extent to which changes in ambient water quality will occur over the
length of Des Moines Creek if SPU water is used for augmentation. To address this
unknown, the Port will need to complete its application and prior to agency approval,
carefully model the transport and fate of chlorine residuals, fluoride, and other water
quality parameters, taking into consideration differences in treatment efficacy, flow
regime, and rate of augmentation. Only in this way, can the Port provide the agencies
with sufficient scientific information to determine whether or not there is reasonable

assurance that treated SPU water will not harm fish and other aquatic life, including
federally threatened chinook, that occur in Puget Sound at the mouth of Des Moines
Creek.

Discharge Velocities of Proposed Stormwater Detention Facilities Not Established

Additional temporary and permanent stormwaterdetention facilities and ouffalls are to
be constructedto allegedly mitigate impacts from the proposed thirdrunway construction
activities and new, impervious surfaces. Seven temporary ponds, four permanent ponds,
and two treatment facilities are to be constructed and operated.

In my opinion, additionalpoint-source discharges to Miller Creek will occur with the
possibility of increased local impacts if all the proposed stormwater detention ponds and
treatment facilities are built. Below each outfall on the creel there will be an area of
scoured substrate, which will likely increase or decrease in size as a function of discharge
velocity. Scoured stream substrate is poor habitat for fish and other aquatic species.

While the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan prepared by Parametrix (2000d)
includes the volumes and discharge velocities for existing detention facilities on Miller
Creel the dischargevelocities for the proposed ouffalls are not presented. It is suggested
in the Preliminary Comprehensive Stormwater ManagementPlan (Parametrix 2000d)
that flows and water quality from the proposed stormwater detention facilities will meet
requirements of King County's Surface Water Design Manual (KCC 9.04) but there is no
specific assessment of potential impacts associated with the construction of these
facilities. Again I am left with the impression that I should simply "trust them" to build
facilities that have little or no adverse impact but without the design data and analysis on
which to base that trust.
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Low Stream Flow Impacts are Underestimated

There are likely significant problems with the Port's Low Stream Flow Analyses (see
Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan [Parametrix 2000all) in that the
predictions may underestimate summer low flow impacts and overestimate the
contributions of proposed mitigation and natural mitigating factors. For example, one
option that the Port proposed in mitigation of predicted low stream flows is the use of
"additional storage volume in the base of selected detention facilities, that can be used to
store winter (wet) season runoff until needed to support low flows in the summer (dry)
season." According to Mr. William Rozeboom of Northwest Hydraulic Consultants,
Seattle, Washington (also working on behalf of ACC and submitting comments), some of
the proposed detention facilities that are to be used in this way do not have "dead
storage" capacity for reserve storm water release, with the result the total proposed
storage falls short of the target volumes. Mr. Rozeboom also points out that the potential
mitigating effect of the "fill infiltration discharge" from the proposed runway
embankment to Miller Creek is overestimated, and that the "IWS lagoon lining
improvements" would specifically reduce recharge for Walker and Des Moines Creeks.
For these reasons and others (see the full text of Mr. Rozeboom's comments), the Port's
conclusion indicating that base lows will not be diminished beyond the values presented
in Table 5 (page 18) of the Biological Assessment- Supplement (Parametrix 2000) is in
serious doubt. Clearly, flow reductions have not been established with any degree of
certainty.

Again, we are left with the impression that we should simply "trust" the Port; that their
analyses are accurate, and that declared future STIA development will not further
diminish flows during the summer (dry) season. From a fish or fish habitat perspective, it
is my opinion, that if flows fall below 1.0 cfs, impacts to anadromous as well as resident
fish species will likely occur, and over the entire length of the streams on the project site.
If flows diminish, depths will surely decrease resulting in elevated temperatures and
lower DO tensions. Fish and other mobile aquatic life could be displaced to other
reaches of the stream where preferred conditions persist. Diminished flow and depth
could also limit movement of fish throughout the stream length and conceivable lead to
stranding and mortality of larger fish.

There is increased likelihood that low stream flow impacts on fish and other aquatic life
in project streams will occur. Because of flawed simulation modeling, the Port does not
possess scientifically credible information to indicate that impacts will not occur. It is
incumbent upon the Port to complete its application and prior to agency evaluation revise
its analyses as necessary, addressing the. issue raised above.

Cumulative Impacts Are Not Assessed

Unfortunately, there is no attempt to link any of the proposed construction projects on
either the Miller Creek or Des Moines Creek Watersheds, yet there is potential for
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cumulative impacts. Each of the proposed construction projectsor discharges in their
respective watersheds, as presently described and assessed, stand alone and are not
evaluated in the context of the overall change that Miller Creel Walker Creel orDes
Moines Creek will undergo if the Port is permittedto build the third runway. Even if the
Port does not believe there will be cumulative impacts, they are remiss for not
considering this possibility and providinga rational assessment. Their workmust be
viewed as incomplete if they do not carryout this assessment.

One approach that could be taken to address the cumulative impacts of chemical
additions and alteredwater quality is to conduct an aquatic ecological risk assessment.
New risk characterizationproceduresare available that arequantitative, probabilistic,
and providecommunity-level estimates for risks,and generatemeasures of uncertainty in
the risk estimates. Estimates of risk for individual chemicals, as well as estimates of the
total (cumulative) risk frommultiple chemicals or conventional water quality factors can
be calculated. What is requiredfor this analysis is knowledge of the different organisms
that inhabit the project streams, their toxic response to differentchemicals (e.g., lethal
dose to 50%of the test population [LDs0]),and their exposure (dose) to the same
chemicals. One such risk assessment method, Aquatic Ecological Risk Assessment, A
multi-TieredApproach (Parkhurstet al. 1996) has recentlyundergone extensive
validation and has been reviewed and accepted by the USEPA. The method performs
well with metals,pesticides, other organic chemicals, where the exposure is in water,
sediments, or from internally deposited chemical residues.

Thankyou for the opportunityto comment on these issues. I am availableby phone,
email, or in person, to discuss any of my comments in greaterdetail.

Yours verytruly, //_

_" Jolm A. Strand, Ph.D.
PrincipalBiologist

Cc: KimberlyLockhard
PeterEglick
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Columbia Biological Assessments
1314 Cedar Avenue

Richland, WA 99352
(509) 943-4347

(509) 946-1467 (Fax)
jstrand427@aol.com

June 20, 2001

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Regulatory Branch
Post Office Box 3755

Seattle, Washington 98124-2255
ATTN: Muffy Walker

Gall Terzi

Washington State Department of Ecology
Shorelands and Environmental Assistance Program
3180-169 TMAvenue Southeast

Bellevue, Washington 98008-5452
ATTN: Ann Kenny

Subj: Rebuttal to Port of Seattle's (Port) Response to 401/404 Comments, Reference:
1996-4-02325, April 30, 2001

Ref: Letter to Jonathan Freedman and Ann Kermy of February 17, 2001, from John
Strand on the Subject of Determining Whether the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(USACOE) Has a Scientifically Adequate Basis to Issue a Permit, Under the Clean Water
Act (CWA) Section 404, for the Port's Project Proposed in the Second Revised Public
Notice No. 1996-4-02325.

Dear Ms. Walker, Ms. Terzi, and Ms. Kenny:

The attached supplemental comments rebut certain of the Port's responses to my original
letter regarding the proposed Master Plan Update improvements (MPU) at Seattle-
Tacoma International Airport (STIA). In some cases, the Port was totally non-responsive
to my concerns, or in the case of the General Responses, the Port only partially addressed
my concerns. In yet other cases, the Port was not scientifically correct, was insufficiently
clear, or was misleading.

I ask that you consider my rebuttal in your final deliberations on whether or not to grant a
Section 401 Certification and Section 404 Permit. My rebuttal follows the same
organization as used in my February 16thletter. Thank you for the opportunity to again
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comment on these important issues. [ am available by phone, email, or in person to
discuss any of my comments in greater detail.

Yours very truly,

• Strand, Ph.D.
Principal Biologist

attachment

cc: Peter Eglick
Kimberly Lockard
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Attachment

Rebuttal to the Port's Response to 401/404 Comments of April 30, 2001

The Miller Creek Relocation Proiect and the Issue Whether or Not the Proiect
Design Protects Affected Aquatic Resources

The Port has now included scientffic citations in support of the proposed design standards
based on habhat requirements for cutthroattrout.

It also appears there is agreement that it will take several or more years before new
riparian vegetative growth will improve shading along the relocated reach of Miller
Creek (see Response # l, page III.67). This raises important questions about the
effectiveness of the proposed mitigation duringcritical periods.

The Port has still not satisfactorily addressed the question of whether or not the flow,
temperature, and dissolved oxygen (D.O.) will support fish during summer months (see
Response #1, see page III,67). The flow in the relocated reach will be lower than the
Port states, and summer temperature and D.O. will not meet requirements to sustain
cutthroat trout, at least in the short term. Whether or not the relocated reach will support
fish in the long term is also in doubt.

There still is fundamental disagreement as to what constitutes an adequate assessment of
impacts. The Port's analysis of impacts for this project is inadequate because the Port has
not yet undertaken a quantitative survey of fish andotheraquaticorgar_smsin this reach
of Miller Creek. In other words, the Port has not yet established a basehne condition.
This is a critical deficiency because the appropriateness of regulatory approval and
mitigation must be assessed, using this baseline, before approval of the proposed project
canbe granted.

Response # l0 (see page III-58) ,:ndicatesthat impacts of the proposed projectare
assessed in multiple documents:Appendix F of the Final and Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statements, A Stream Survey of Miller Creek, Biological
Assessment, Sect. 3.4.1 in the Sea-Tac Runway FiN Hydrologwal Studws, Wetland
Delineatwn Report, the Wetland Functional Impact Analysis, and Sect 2.2.I. 1 in the
Natural Resources Mitigation Plan. This is misleading.

It is true that these reports "describe and evaluate" the subject impacts of the proposed
project but not in detail, and not quantitatively for fish and other aquatic life. For
example, the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan (Parametrix 2000a) in Sect 2.2.1.1 only
locates Miller Creek geographically and addresses its stream classification. It is actually
Sect. 3 in the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan that summarizes impacts associated with
the MPU but again it only addresses impacts in a very general way. For example, it says
on page 3-10 that "impacts to streams resulting from the MPU include filling
approximately 980 feet of Miller Creek.'" It says nothing else, and unfortunately, none of
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the above documentsaddress how many fish now use the reach of Miller Creek to be
relocated and how manyfish will be displaced or otherwiselost if the existing section is
dewatered, i.e., relocatedto the Vacca Farmsite.

Thatno quantitativesurveyof eithervertebrate(fish) or invertebratefaunahas been
conducted on theproject streams to date is bad science. To my knowIedgethere isn't
even a full taxonomiclist of what organisms arefound in each project stream. How then
canyou assessthe impactsoftbe proposed project?

Let me cite an example. InAppendix F-Stream Survey Report for Miller Creek (FAA
1997), it saysthat"residentsalmonicls,probablycutthroat,were observedthroughout the
study reach from below FirstAvenue S. up to the waterfall locatedapproximately0.2
mile upstreamof South 160tbStreet.'"The point is if the surveyorshadbotheredto cast a
net in Miller Creek theywould have verified whetheror notthese fish were cutthroat
troutor some other species.

Similarly(see the next paragraphin Appendix _), if proper analyseswere employed,the
surveyorswould nothave to "assume thatglide and run typehabitatsthatcontained
accumulationsof silt and sandwere inhabitedby midgesand worms." If they had
employed Surberor other invertebratesampling devices (USEPA 1989), they would have
known thatmidges andworms could be found in Miller Creek.

Not even E&E, employedbythe WashingtonDepartmentof Ecology to conduct an
independentsurveyof the fishery resources of project creeks, presenteda complete list of
the fishes inhabitingthe MillerCreek and Des Moines Creek Watersheds(Pacific
GroundwaterGroup et al. 2000). Forexample,E&E did notreportfindingprickly
sculpin,yellow perch, or black crappie,yet each of these species have been recently
collected in Miller Creek.

Iwill just addthatnowhere inthe Port's literatureis it documentedthateither or both
Miller Creek andDes Moines Creek containabundantpopulationsof crayfish,
(PactJhstacta leniusculus), yet this species has been foundthroughoutboth the Miller
Creek and Des Moines CreekWatersheds (Strand2000, ColumbiaBiological
Assessments,Riehland,WA.,personal communication).

The Third Runway Fill Stockpile and th..eIssue of Whether or Not it Contains
Chemical Contaminants that Pose a Risk for Pro|ect Wetlands and Streams

Nothing the Port has included in their Responses to General Comments on the topic (see
GLR2 and GLR2,page II-2 thru I/-4) has resolved this matter. The Port was non.:
responsiveto some of the key issues I raised.

The Port did not respond to my comment that the Ecology-approved Soil Fill Acceptance
Criteria were seriouslyflawed, because they "lacked a consistent and statistically
meaningful approach to determine the location and extent of any contamination contained
in candidate fill materials." Statistically rigorous approaches exist e.g., systematic grid
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system (Gilbert 1982), over sampling and compositing (Skalski and Thomas 1984) and
are used routinely to survey sites for buried waste, yet no such approach is adopted in the
Port's Soil Fill Acceptance Criteria.

The Port also did not respond to my criticism that "neither the Boeing (1990) nor the
Corps of Engineers studies (1997) were very,useful in certifying the Hamm Creek
sediments as free of serious corrtamination." For example, the Port did not acknowledge
that neither study was undertaken for the expressed purpose of screening sediments for
the Third Runway, that the two studies were done seven years apart,or that the two
studies reported vastly different values for PCBs and DDT. While the Port did admit that
the Corps of Engineers did not collect the sediments samples in "accordance with typical
upland sampling protocols" (see second paragraph, page I1-4of GLR2), they also failed
to acknowledge that the locations at Hamm Creek studied by Boeing and the Corps were
not the same. They also chose to ignore my suggestion that a third, independent,
sediment study be undertaken.

Metals Exeeedenees in Proiect Streams and the Issue Whether or Not They will
Continue and Potentially Worsen if the Port's proposed Project is Approved

The Port suggests that my statement,"the metals copper and zinc are of particular
concern" is not substantiated by the results of the whole effluent toxicity (WET) testing,
which they concluded did not demonstrate appreciable toxicity (see Response # 27, page
III-70). The Port's response is again misleading.

To the contrary, appreciable toxicity _ occur during the above referenced WET tests
(see Table 7-15 on page 7-25 of the Biological Assessment [Parametrix 2000b]), most
notably when the discharge from SDNI was tested. Percent survival ofdaphnia ranged
between 10 and 80 over threetest dates, the most recent 1/24/99. Mean survival over
these three test dates was only 40 percent. Percent survival of fathead minnow ranged
between 40 and 78, with a mean of 60 percent. This level of toxicity is nottrivial and
begs the question, what is the level of the offending chemical(s) in the stormwater
discharged at SDN1?

Also, despite the Port's statement in the Biological Assessment (see page 7-25), that says
"Of the four ouffalls tested, three met the WET performance standards, demonstrating an
overall lack of toxicity in WET tests of 100% stormwater from the Port's discharges,"
Table 7-I5 actually demonstrates that at two of the ouffalls (SDN4 and SDE4), pereem
survival was as low as 75 and 63%, respectively, on at least one of the three or four dates
when tests were conducted, indicating that toxicity occurs more often than the Port would
have us believe.

Also, how can the Port suggest that metals, particularly zinc, are not of concern when
they admit in Sect 7.1.3.3 of the Biological Assessment (see page 7-26), that the source
of toxicity in the above mentioned WET tests conducted on SDN1, has been identified as
galvanized rooftops that leach zinc?
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Zinc in three of six stormwater ouffalls operated by the Port exceeded the Washington
State Standards of 0.072 mg/L (see Figure 10 and Table 4 in Annual Stormwater
Monitoring Report, September 2000). Zinc concentrations in the discharge from SDN1
exceeded 0.060 rag/L, which indicated that the Port has not yet solved the problem of
high zinc occurring in this discharge. Copper in four of five of the same stormwater
ouffalls also exceeded the Washington State Standard of 0.010 mgtL as total recoverable
metal (see Figure 8 and Table 4 in the Port's most recent Annual Stormwater Monitoring
Report, September 2000).

Also knowing that the removal rates for copper and zinc in Lake Reba are no greater than
33 percent (see Table 7-19 of Biological Assessment), a si_ificant (undetermined)
quantityof the copper and zinc found in the discharge from SDN1 and other outfalls
passes through Lake Reba and into Miller Creek. Clearly some of this copper and zinc is
biologically availableand accumulated in aquatic organisms in Miller Creek.

The ACC's PIT determined that copper levels m three composite fish samples
(3-5 fish/composite) of cutthroat trout in Miller Creek ranged between 4.3 and 9.4 mg/Kg
dry weight, while copper in a single cutthroat trout from the outfall of Daniels Creek in
Cottage Lake(reference site) was only 2.0 mg/Kg dry weight (Strand 2000, Columbia
Biologica! Assessments, Richland, WA., personal communication). A single yellow
perch collected at the same time at the Cottage Lake reference site also contained 2.0
mg/Kg dry weight of copper. Zinc levels in two composite fish samples
(3-5 fish/composite) of cutthroat trout in Miller Creek were 137 and 145 mg/Kg dry
weight, while zinc in the single cutthroat trout from the outfall of Daniels Creek in
Cottage Lake(reference site) was only 71.3 mg/Kg dry weight (Strand, 2000, Columbia
Biological Assessments, Richland, WA., personal communication). The single yellow
perch collected at the same time at the Cottage Lake reference site contained 63.3 mg/Kg
dry weight of zinc. Zinc concentrations in cutthroat trout from Miller Creek exceeded the
tissue screening concentration of 100 mg/Kg dry weight used by Shepherd (1999) as a
screening tool.

The Port also responded to my concern about metals levels in STIA stormwater by
indicating that the results ofinstream toxicity screening studies also reported in the Port's
Biological Assessment, see Section 7.1.3.3, page 7-24, demonstrated that stormwater
from STIA did not add to toxicity levels in Miller Creek and Des Moines Creek (see
Response # 29, page 1II-71).

While I acknowledge that the results of instream testing (see BiologtcalAssessment,
Table 7-14, page 7-24) indicated no toxicity, I question these results in light of the results
of companion WET tests (see above). For example, where in Miller Creek in relation to
the stormwater discharges were the samples for instream bioassay collected? It is a rule-
of-thumb that toxicity will decrease with increase in distance downstream of an outfall,
so where the samples were collected is very important. Actually, none of the stations
where samples were collected for instream tests were located by distance downstream
from their outfalls. At minimum a map showing these locations should have been
included.
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Also, how soon after discharge (following a rain event) were the samples to evaluate
instream toxicity collected? Were these samples collected from the "first flush" of the
runoff period, or were the samples collected after the "peak" of runoff? Samples.
collected during the "first flush" are generally more toxic. Clearly, the Port is remiss for
not providing the reader with a detailed and complete methodology. To do otherwise
casts uncertainty on the results of the Port's tests.

Actually, the data to which the Port is referring in their response, i.e., both the instream
toxicity as well as the WET test results addressed above, comes from a study in progress,
a "draft" study. Unfortunately, the reader of the Biological Assessment will no.___trealize
this from reviewing the text, rather he/she will need to review the reference list before
this is apparent. This is not good science, and would not pass most peer reviews! This is
but one indication that the Port's project should have been peer-reviewed by an
independent, third party. The data the Port offers from an incomplete, unpublished and
non peer-reviewed report should also not be used as a basis for the agencies' decisions
here.

I shouldalso point out that the WET and instream test protocols employed by the Port
utilize only an "acute" approach of 48 to 96 hr duration. As I have said many times
before, the Port also should be required to conduct chronic tests, as stormwater
discharges during the rain), season can be nearly continuous.

Finally the Port responds to my concern for metals pollution by indicating that "the
quality of stormwater from Sea-Tat Airport is anticipated to improve in the furore for
several reasons. First, areas where stormwater is currently not treated will be retrofitted
to improve water quality. Second, for areas with new impervious surfaces, stormwater
will be detained and treated (see Response # 32, page 111-72)."

The above statemems suggest that the five or six major stormwater ouffalls (SDN1,
SDN2, SDN4, SDE4, SDS1, and SDS3) that now discharge to Miller and Des Moines
Creeks will be retrofitted to improve water quality, yet this is not what is indicated in the
Comprehensh_eStormwater Management Plan (Parametrix 2000c). Section 7.1.5
indicatesthat a final decision to retrofit certain stormwater basins with additional
detention, e.g., wet vaults or detention vaults, has not been made and that evaluation of
the need continues. This affects both the SDE4 and SDS3 drainage basins, which outfall
to Des Moines Creek at the south end of STIA. The reason for the delay is the cost in
providing (constructing) additional detention.

Of the stormwater basins that discharge to Miller Creek at the north end of the STIA,
only SDN1 could be retrofitted with additional detention capabilities but this too is
subject to change. The Port in Section 7.1.4.1 indicates that they could also approve
another alternative to improve treatment, although this alternative is yet to be determined.
And, according to Table 7-8, the SDN2 and SDN4 will not receive a retrofit as the
presently employed best management practices, e.g., bioswales, filter strips, are effective.
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According to the Comprehensive Stormwater Monitoring Plan, all of the SDS1 basin
drainage was transferred to the Industrial Waste System (IWS), although there still isa
discharge from this basin that likely includes a contribution from STIA. For example, as
recently as February 2001, stormwater from SDS1 still contained a total glycols
concentration of 48 rag/L, which was mostly (43 rag/L) propylene glycol (Port 2001).

So I must ask, what really will change? Will stormwater quality at the existing six
out-fallslikely improve with construction of the MPU? The Port's proposed retrofit will
not, in my opinion, improve the existing situation. The Port's assertion that "stormwater
quali.tywill improve in the future," is also misleading and without scientific basis.

Use of De-leers g,nd,theIssue of Whether or Not They Pose a Risk to Aquatic
Resourcesof the Site

In responding to my comments on the fate and effects of glycols in project streams, the
Port said that "glycol-based fluids are only used to de-ice aircraft, and stormwater
associated with that activity drains to the Industrial Wastewater System (IWS) (see
Response #34, page III-72)." This suggests that the Port's consultant does not believe
that glycols can enter area streams because the IWS, after treatment, discharges directly
to Puget Sound.

To suggest that glycols from de-icing and anti-icing activities at STIA do not enter area
streams is untrue, particularly since the Port's Annual Stormwater Reports for 1999 and
2000 already indicated that glycols occur in stormwater at STIA ouffalls that discharge
both to Miller and Des Moines Creeks. While the IWS at STIA is designed to collect
aircraft de-icers and anti-leers reaching the tarmac, glycols in de-icers and anti-leers are
still routinely detected at six stormwater ouffalls:SDN1, SDN2, SDN4, SDE4, SDSI,
and SDS3. Ouffalls SDN1, SDN2, and SDN4 are located on the north end of the ST1A
and discharge to Lake Reba on Miller Creek. Outfalls SDE4, SDS1, and SDS3 are
located at the south end of STIA and discharge to the East Tributary or Northwest Ponds
on Des Moines Creek.

The concentrations of glycols entering area streams vary widely and are not trivial. For
example, glycolsof 12, 810, and 364 mg/L were found in SDE4, SDS1, and SDS3 outfall
discharges, respectively, following aircraft de-icing on January 11-12, 2000 (Port 2000).
The most recent data from February 2001, indicated that glycols of 46.7, 48.7 and 419.4
mg/L were found in stormwater being discharged from the same three out-falls,
respectively (Port 2001). The majority of the glycols at each discharge was propylene
glycol.

The ACC's PIT also detected propylene glycol in duplicate samples from Des Moines
Creek on February 9 and 19, 2001 at S 200thStreet, just south of the Tyee Valley Golf
Course (Strand 2001, Columbia Biological Assessments, Richland, WA., personal
communication). Propylene glycol was not detected in duplicate samples on either of
these dates in the West Tributary of Des Moines Creek at 192"° Street, suggesting that
this glycol entered Des Moirtes Creek on the West Tributary below 192ndStreet, or
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entered on the East Tributary somewhere above the confluence of the West and East
Tributaries. The likely source of this contamination was one of the STIA outfalls: SDE4,
SDS1, or SDS3. The concentrations ofpropylene glycol in these four samples ranged
between 11 and 17 mg/L. Because this is propylene glycol, the likely source is an aircraft
anti-icer and not an aircraft de-icer or auto/truck anti freeze that are ethylene glycol
based. Possible sources of the fugitive emissions are periodic overflows of the IWS or an
incomplete or leaking IWS.

At issue is the toxicity of the de-icing or anti-icing agent. The Port indicates that Type I
de-icers are not very"toxic and cites a 96 hr LC__0for rainbow trout of 17,000 mg/L, and a
48 hr EChofor the water flea of 44,000 mg/1. Unfortunately, the reference that the Port
cites, whichis USEPA 2000, is incomplete so thatverificationis _b-_. The Port
does not include toxicity data for Type II, Type Ill, or Type IV, which are likely to be
more toxic because these anti-icers contain propylene glycol. The Port also does not
include any chronic data or toxicity based on endpoints other than acute toxicity.

I am also surprised that the Port did not comment on my statement that "de-icers and their
additives are toxic to aquatic life at relatively low concentrations (1.8-8.7 nag/L),"which
I based on the work ofHartwelI et al. (1995). Hartwell et al. (1995) determined that the
7-day LCsofor commercial artti-icer to fathead minnow ranged between 24.2 and 43.3
rag/L, based on the concentration of total glycols in the test solution. By definition, these
results indicate that the LC25or LClo(the concentrations killing 25% and 10% of the test
population in 7 days) will occur at lower concentrations of total glycols, that is, in the
range of glycol concentrations found recently by the ACC's PIT. Hartwell et al. (1995)
also observed that gill pathology (edema, respiratory cell hypertrophy, and proliferative
bronchitis) occurred in fish exposed to anti-leer at 17.6 mg/L propylene glycol. It is
reasonable to assume that a fish with these symptoms will die if the exposure continued
at this same level. Hartwell et al. (1995) also observed toxicity and similar gill pathology
in fathead minnows exposed to stormwater from a stream receiving winter runoff from a
large commercial airport. In these tests, which included detailed chemical monitoring,
the LCsoranged between 1.8 and 5.4 mg/L total glycols.

Clearly, the concentrations of total glycols cited in the 1999 and 2000 Annual Stormwater
Monitoring Reports, and in the February 2001 stormwater analyses (Port 2001) exceed
the concentrations reported by Hartwell et al. (1995) to be toxic to aquatic life.

I also disagreewith the Port's assertion that use of de-icers and anti-icers at STIA will be
"infrequent and minimal, and that "further studies are not likely to change the findings
reported thus far (see Response # 38, page III-73)." What will happen during a hard
winter where de-icing or anti-icing will be the norm for two weeks or more?

Clearly, because the Port still finds glycols in their stormwater, and became the Port will
not acknowledge scientific studies demonstrating that de-icers and anti-icers are toxic to
aquatic life at levels now found in stormwater entering the project streams, additionaI
investigations of the fate and ,toxicityof de-icers and anti-leers used by the Port should ba
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undertaken before any decisions are made on the Port's application for additional airport
construction and facilities.

Mitigation of Low Stream Flow Impacts by Detainine and Releasin2 Stormwater
Stored in Detention Ponds and Vaults

The Port now says it will no longer need additional sources of water, e.g., Seattle Public
Utilities (SPU)water or well water, to mitigate low summer flows in project creeks (see
General Response GLR7, pages II-7 thin II-8). They have proposed to manage the
release of stormwater detained during the rainy season.

I would, however, caution the use of detained or stored stormwater because of the same
reason I cautioned the use of SPU or well water. There will be differences in water
quality that will have to be reconciled before its release into Des Moines Creek. Even
assuming that the stormwater will be treated in the sense that particulates will be removed
(settle out), this does not guarantee removal of all toxic chemicals, metals or organics,
nor does it assure D.O. and temperature compatibilities? Stored waters could be devoid
of D.O. and harmful to the biology of receiving waters. Temperatures of stored waters
also will need to be the same, or nearly the same, as the temperatures of the receiving
waters to avoid temperature shock for fish and other aquatic life.

Cumulative Impacts Are Not Assess_

The Port gives essentially a non-response to my commenl that "each of the proposed
construction projects or discharges stand alone and are not evaluated in the context of the
overall change that Miller Creek, Walker Creek, or Des Moines Creek will undergo if the
Port is permitted to build the third runway.

While the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan may evaluate cumulative
impactsof changes in flow of individual drainage basins (see Response # 48, page III-
73), this is but one of many potential impacts the Port should evaluate cumulatively. As
an example of another cumulative impact to assess, what about the changes in water
quality (e.g., turbidity) that could potentially occur if construction stormwater from
multiple projects is allowed to simultaneously enter the project creeks? Similarly, what
changes in water quahty (e.g., metals) will occur if new impervious surfaces are added in
several basins draining to the project creeks?

What is required is a full (quantitative) assessment ofmapacts of each individual
construction project and how they change the water quality of the project creeks; then, an
assessment of the overall impact that all of the proposed projects have on the water
quality of the project creeks. Finally, the potential impacts of the Port's proposed
projects must be assessed in relation to how the existing non-Port projects have already
affected the water quality of the project creeks (watersheds). I repeat, I see no attempt to
undertake a cumulative impact analysis of this kind, yet it is required by the National
Environmental Policy Act Regulations (40 CFR 1500).
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In response to Response # 49 (page IH-73), an aquatic ecological risk assessment, e.g.
Parkhurst et al. (1996) is a useful approach to assess potential cumulative impacts that
chemicals in stormwater can have both individually and in concert. Estimates of risk
(toxicity) from chemicals discharged to surface waters from individual projects can be
addressed as well as the estimates of total (cumulative) risk from chemicals discharged to
surface water from all of the projects. All of this must occur before an informed decision
can be made on the Port's application.
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Columbia Biological Assessments
1314 Cedar Avenue

Richland, WA 99352
(509) 943-4347

(509) 946-1467 (Fax)
jstrand427@aol.com

August6,2001

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Regulatory Branch
Post Office Box 3755

Seattle, Washington 98124-2255
ATTN: Muffy Walker

Gail Terzi

Washington State Department of Ecology
Shorelands and Environmental Assistance Program
3180-169 vhAvenue Southeast

Bellevue, Washington 98008-5452
ATTN: Ann Kenny

Subj: The Port of Seattle's (Port) Low Flow Analysis/Flow Impact Offset Facility
Proposal, prepared by Parametrix, Inc., July 2001.

Dear Ms. Walker, Ms. Terzi, and Ms. Kenny:

At the request of the Airport Communities Coalition (ACC), I have evaluated the Port's
plan to use detained stormwater to augment summer low flows in Miller, Walker, and
Des Moines Creeks. I offered some initial comments on the use of detained stormwater

for this purpose in my Rebuttal to the Port's Response to 401/404 Comments, dated June
20, 2001, based on a general response (GLR7, page II-7) to comments to the Port's Sect
404 Permit Application. I earlier (September 2000) commented on the Port's plans to use
either Seattle Public Utilities water or well water for this purpose. In undertaking this
effort, I have relied on my education, specialized training, and professional skills
acquired over a 26-year career (post Ph.D.) as an environmental scientist (see attached
Curriculum Vitae).

Conclusions

In my opinion, for the following reasons, the Port has not provided sufficient information
to enable the Washington Department of Ecology (Ecology) or the Army Corps of
Engineers to conclude with reasonable assurance that detained stormwater, proposed for
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use in offsetting impacts of low summer flows in project creeks, will not harm the valued
aquatic resources of the Miller Creek and Des Moines Creek Watersheds. _

• Violations of toxic substances (water quality) criteria in Miller Creek, Walker
CreEk, and Des Moines Creek, particularly for copper and zinc, occur as a result
of stormwater discharged at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport (STIA); and
will continue, and potentially worsen as a result of the Port's proposed flow
impact offset facility. There is the distinct possibility that sediments in detention
vaults will turn anoxic, bringing about a change in the ionic state of metals (more
metals will be in the dissolved state), resulting in greater bioavailabilty and
toxicity downstream of the detention vaults, once the detained stormwater is
released. Before any approval is issued which would in effect involve
experimentation with the creeks, the Port should be required to model and
undertake bench-scale tests to determine the transport, fate, and potential toxic
effects of metals residues discharged from detention vaults to project streams.

• The presence of fecal coliforms of human origin from airplane wastewater in Des
Moines Creek raises the possibility that other human pathogens (bacteria, viruses,
and protozoa) enter Des Moines Creek and will collect and persist in sediments of
the proposed detention vaults, posing potential human health risks when they are
discharged to the project streams to augment summer low flows.

• No procedures are in place to manage accumulated sediments in the proposed
stormwater detention facilities. The key questions is, how the Port will safely
remove and dispose of sediments enriched in metals, other chemicals, and
possibly human pathogens (bacteria, viruses, and protozoa) without their release
to the creeks. This is a significant issue.

• The Port's proposed monitoring plan is incomplete. It lacks detail and some
elements, e.g., the frequency of sampling, the Benthic Index of Biotic Integrity,
may be insensitive to detecting early signs of degradation from chemical residuals
found in detained stormwater discharged to the project creeks. All too often the
plan indicates that "final design specifications will be submitted to Ecology for
their approval prior to the plans implementation," which denies rigorous scientific
peer review. The Port also proposes to only report problems with detention
facilities in their annual report and not when they are encountered, and only to
Ecology and not other responsible resource agencies, e.g. Washington Department
of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW). Perhaps more importantly, reasonable assurance
that the water quality in the project creeks will not be impaired, should not be
based on just monitoring, let alone imperfect monitoring, as it seems in this case.
Rather, it should also include a facility design that is grounded on accepted
scientific principles, a learned assessment of the potential problems associated
with its operation, bench-scale experimentation, and external peer review.

The detailed evaluations on which the above conclusions are based are found in the

following sections:
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The Plan Diminishes the Toxic Effects of Metals in Stormwater Discharged from
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport.

The Port's representation of the status of metals in stormwater discharges from STIA is
totally incoirect. The Port would have us believe that metals are a non-problem in the
project creeks and that water quality will only improve if the Master Plan Update
Improvements are implemented. Despite the Port's caveats that metals concentrations are
reported as "total recoverable metals" and not dissolved metals as in applicable Water
Quality Criteria, or that reported metals concentrations are "less than typical urban
runoff," the truth remains that concentrations of metals (copper and zinc) in stormwater
discharged to Miller and Des Moines Creeks have repeatedly exceeded Washington
Water Quality Criteria (Port 1997, 1998, 1999). I have often commented that use of these
caveats are not good science and could be construed as an effort to bias the results of the

Port's compliance monitoring (see my letter to Tom Luster, Permit Coordinator,
Department of Ecology, dated December 13, 1999). I should also add that data presented
by the Port in their most recent Annual Stormwater Monitoring Report (2000) confirm
that exceedances of toxic metals criteria continue to occur at the Port's stormwater
outfalls to the creeks.

The Port is also incorrect in its inference that it is in compliance with Washington Water
Quality Criteria because it is required by their National Pollution Discharge Elimination
Permit to conduct and report the results of Whole Effluent Testing (WET) of its
stormwater discharges. The point is that the Port's treatment of"metals" on page 21 of
their Low Flow Analysis Report Impact Offset Facility Proposal would have us
believe that WET has not detected any toxicity in their stormwater, yet appreciable
toxicity did occur recently in the discharge from SDN1 (Parametrix 2000). Percent
survival ofdaphnia ranged between 10 and 80 percent over three test dates, the most
recent 1/24/99. Mean survival over these three tests was only 40 percent. Percent
survival of fathead minnow ranged between 40 and 78 percent, with a mean of 60
percent. This level of toxicity is not trivial and begs the question what is (are) the
offending chemical (s) in the stormwater discharged in SDN1 ? For detailed comment on
this topic, please see my letter to Jonathan Freedman and Ann Kenny on February 16,
2001, and in my letter to Muffy Walker, Gail Terzi, and Ann Kenny on June 20, 2001.

More importantly and in.the context of the new materials presented in the Port's Low
Flow Analysis Report Impact Offset Facility Proposal, the Port does not address the
fate (including bioavailability) of metals detained in vaults over the period of intended
storage. There is a need to follow potential changes in the ionic state of metals in
detained stormwater as a function of time in storage and dissolved oxygen concentration.

If sediments collected at the bottoms of detention vaults turn anoxic (become oxygen
depleted), there is a real potential for reducing conditions as opposed to oxidation
conditions to prevail, with the result that metals bound to particulate matter will partition
to the water column and persist in a more ionic, bioavailable state (Cooke et al. 1993).
This could render residual metals more toxic, increasing the risk to valued aquatic
resources in the project streams. The Port indicates that the detention vaults will not
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become anoxic but says elsewhere that it may be necessary to aerate, which suggests that
the Port really doesn't know what will happen in the detention vaults. This tells me that _
the Port cannot at this time provide reasonable assurance that stored stormwater, if used
to offset summer low flows, will be compatible in quality with the streams into which it
is discharged. What should be required, as a minimum before any approval is
considered, is additional modeling and bench-scale testing subject to peer review to
determine if long-term (three month) detention brings about a change in the ionic state of
metals, greater bioavailability, and possibly higher toxicity.

The Proposed Plan does not Address the Fate and Possible Human Health Effects of
Enteric Bacteria I Viruses_ and Protozoa that Occur and Persist in Stormwater
Detention Vaults.

The Port proposes monitoring a number of important water quality parameters or
constituents in stormwater detention vaults including temperature, turbidity, dissolved
oxygen, and metals, but fails to address enteric bacteria, viruses, or protozoa that also
could occur there. Fecal coliforms in the Port's stormwater have long exceeded
Washington Class AA Water Quality Criteria (Port 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000). More
recently, we learned from the Port's Microbial Source Tracing Study (Port 2001) that
coliforms collected in Des Moines Creek in May 2000 included those of human origin,
some of which originated in airplane wastewater at STIA.

Because human coliforms have been found in Des Moines Creek, it is not unreasonable
to assume that other enteric human pathogens, e.g., bacteria, viruses, and protozoa
(Cryptosporidium, Giardia), also enter the project streams. The issue to be resolved,
then, is whether or not these agents will occur and persist in the proposed detention vaults
at concentrations high enough to pose a risk to human health, once the stored stormwaters
are released (flushed out of the detention vaults) to the project creeks. Our concern is the
potential risk that pathogens pose to humans who will manage the detention vaults or will
continue to use the project creeks for recreation, e.g., wading, fishing, or clam digging at
the mouth of the creeks.

The key question is how long enteric bacteria, viruses, and protozoa [Cryptosporidium,
Giardia] remain viable (alive) and infective after being shed by their human host. The
available scientific literature (there are many studies over the last 30 years) indicates that
human enteric bacteria, viruses, and protozoa can persist and are infective for
considerable lengths of time in both fresh and marine waters. For example, enteric
viruses can last for 130 days in marine waters but can survive even longer in freshwater
(Vasconcelos 2001). They also die off sooner if not associated with particulate matter;
that is, they are left in the water column unbound (Vasconcelos 2001). Human enteric
viruses also can remain infective ifbioaccumulated by other living Organisms, e.g., fish
and shellfish (Weingold et al. 1994). Colder water temperatures seem to prolong their
viability. Bacteria may not last as long as viruses in either the water column or in
sediments. Some protozoa form resting stages (cysts) that can remain viable and
infective even longer than viruses. Based on the scientific literature, then, if human
enteric bacteria, viruses, and protozoa collect in the sediments on the bottoms of
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detention vaults, they could persist and remain infective for several months, which is
about the length of time the Port contemplates detaining stormwater.

No Plan is in Place to Manage Accumulated Sediments in the Proposed Detention
Vaults.

The draft plan also doesn't address how accumulated sediment (particulate matter) in the
detention vaults will be managed. It will not take long for particulates to settle out,
although this will depend on the size and weight of the particles. The point is that
sediment will accumulate in the vault bottoms requiring periodic removal and disposal.
The key question is, how will the Port safely remove and dispose of accumulated
sediments without some release of sediments downstream, which could pose a risk for the
aquatic resources of the project streams and possibly facilities operators and other
humans using the stream. As we already established, the accumulated sediments will be
rich in metals, which could be more bioavailable and toxic to fish and invertebrates.
These sediments also may contain enteric microorganisms, which could infect human
operators and other humans downstream.

The Proposed Monitoring Plan is Incomplete and Denies Opportunity, for
Meaningful Scientific Comment

The Port's management approach is to monitor the quality of detained or discharged
stormwater, and only when a problem is encountered, will it take steps to mitigate the
impacts of altered water quality. For example, if the problem is low dissolved oxygen,
the Port will aerate. How the waters in the vault or the stream will be aerated, we aren't

told except in a very general way. While several types of aeration devices are listed on
page 18, including microbubble diffusers, gas injection, mechanical aerators, etc., there is
no commitment at this time to any of these technologies. It may be expected that one or
more of these devices will work better than others but this has not been determined. This

is purported to be a plan ready for scientific scrutiny, but clearly, based on my
experience, it is not!

There is also the important issue of how frequently to monitor the stored stormwater
during discharge. For example in the case of dissolved oxygen, the Port proposes a
weekly monitoring requirement for the operational period, August through October (see
page 32), which may not detect early signs of degradation. Dissolved oxygen, can
change very quickly (in a matter of hours) in response to biochemical oxygen demand,
rainfall, and even air temperature. I therefore cannot agree with the Port's notion on page
33 that "water quality of stored water is not expected to change," and recommend more
frequent monitoring, at least daily for dissolved oxygen, turbidity, and temperature during
the operational (discharge) period. Again, what should be required is modeling and
bench-scale testing to determine how long-term (three month) detention can change the
basic properties of stormwater.

While it may be of interest to undertake a long-term assessment (10 years) of benthic
insect productivity in the project streams (see page 34), as demonstrated by the Benthic
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Index of Biotic Integrity (BIBI), this kind of biological monitoring also will not detect
potential early impacts associated with the discharge of detained stormwater to the
project streams. In other words, harm to the resource could occur before it was detected.
There is also no real BIBI baseline for the project streams because so few samples have
been collected to date from which the BIBI can be calculated. Using this approach, one
will also have to wait several years to see a trend in the data that had sufficient statistical
reliability to determine if benthic invertebrate productivity was being altered. In my
opinion, then, it's a stretch to suggest as the Port does on page 34, "this monitoring will
be able to be used in assessing any biological effects of the flow offset facility in the
receiving water." Instead of the BIBI, use of either laboratory or in situ bioassays aimed
at determining potential bioaccumulation and toxicity of metals and other chemicals is
one approach that would provide more timely indications of whether or not stored
stormwater was having an impact on the receiving water.

Throughout the monitoring plan, reference is made to provisions that the Port's final
design specifications will be submitted to Ecology for their approval prior to the plans
implementation. For example, on page 25 it says that the "Operation and Monitoring
Plan will be finalized and submitted to Ecology after final design of the facility is
completed and before operation commences." Clearly, the plan is incomplete if the final
design specifications for monitoring have not yet been developed. Why then are we
reviewing this draft? Perhaps more importantly, why is Ecology attempting to review the
plan before it is complete? To do so only denies rigorous scientific peer review let alone
meaningful public input on whether there is reasonable assurance that water quality
standards will not be violated.

Also questionable is the provision on page 28 to include in an annual data report
submitted to Ecology, a discussion of any water quality problems that were encountered
during the year, and also the immediate actions taken by the Port to address any
problem(s). Why shouldn't the Port be required to immediately report to Ecology, as
well as other responsible resource agencies, when a problem is encountered on the
creeks. The WDFW would certainly want to know if water low in dissolved oxygen was
being released to Miller, Walker, or Des Moines Creeks, especially if coho salmon were
on spawning grounds in those streams. Coho salmon spawn in the project creeks during
the Port's period of proposed discharge, July through October.

Monitoring, however, should not be the basis for approving (certifying) the proposed
project. The Port appears to seek Ecology's approval with a vague promise that if
anything does go wrong the Port will fix it. Because the Port does not know what will
happen (they haven't done their homework), monitoring in this case could be viewed as a
"pass" to risk the integrity of the streams. If monitoring detects a problem it usually
means that the stream(s) has/have suffered some degree of harm. More importantly, the
streams will continue to undergo harm until the problem(s) is/are rectified. If the
monitoring is flawed as it appears the Port's monitoring is, the degree of harm incurred
could be all that more. Reasonable assurance that the water quality will not be impaired,
in my opinion, should not based on monitoring alone, as it seems in this case. Rather, it
should be based on a facility design that is well grounded on scientific principles, a
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learned assessment of the potentialproblems, laboratory experimentation (not
experimentation on the streams), and external peer review.

We have only just received the Port's proposal to use detained stormwatcr to offset
impactsofsummerlowflowsintheprojectstreams:hencefiletimingofsubmittalof
thesecomments.Pleaseconsiderthesecommentsinyollrfinaldel_erationsonwhether
ornottograntaSection401CertificationandSection404Permit,Thankyouforthe
opportunitytoa/_incommentonthePort'sproposedMasterPlanUpdateImprovement
projects.Iam availablebyphone,email,orinpersontodiscussanyofmy commentsin
greater detail.

__-i__'Y°ursverytruly__
JohnA.Strand,Phl).
Principal Biologist

Attachment (Curriculum Vitae)

ee: Peter Egliek
Kimberly Lockard
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